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Abstract
Every day, an adolescent is

involved creates an environment

exposed to hundreds of outlets

of success. There are several

telling them their bodies are

ways to help an adolescent

not good enough. With each

cope with self-esteem and diet

one of these exposures, it does

culture. With changes to how the

not take long before the young

subject is approached, negative

person starts to believe they are

issues can be averted.

anti-diet messaging into a young
person’s

everyday

life,

they

are more likely to respond to
harmful messaging with critical
thinking, leading to healthier
adolescents. Anti-diet “means
standing against [our current]
oppressive system, in all its
sneaky,

shape-shifting

forms”

(Harrison).

With the everyday use of social
media, it is crucial to incorporate
voices that combat the negative
information

adolescents

are

exposed to. By providing a young
person a safe place to ask questions as well as having peers and
guardians who can help them,
there is a better chance that
the negative messaging will be
replaced with a positive message.

Research shows that adolescents

Communication between guard-

have little to no information

ians and adolescents needs to

provided to them on a daily basis

improve by focusing on helping

that will help them navigate the

the young person shift their

world of diet culture. Social media

mindset around diet and body

has set an unrealistic standard

image.

for both adolescents and adults.
These standards are likely to
lead to mental and physical
health issues, such as disordered
eating. When it comes to antidiet, having parents/guardians

By implementing anti-diet messaging

into

an

adolescent’s

daily life, a young person has a
better chance of combating diet
culture messaging.
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not enough. By incorporating

Pursuit of thinness in our
culture is NOT related to
beauty or health. It’s related
to female obedience. Keep
women small, keep women
distracted, keep women
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occupied. When we take
up space and stop dieting,
we reclaim our power.

V IC TO R I A E VA N S

Chapter 1: Introduction
Problem Statement

are becoming more popular, but

Pubescent children are not ade-

upon by targeting a demograph-

quately educated on the dangers

ic that has not been exposed

of diet culture, resulting in their

to the dangers of diet culture –

forming an unhealthy relation-

pubescent children. In her book

ship with food, exercise, and

Anti-Diet:

body image over the course of

Money, Well-Being, and Happi-

their lives.

ness

their success can be expanded

Reclaim

through

Your

Intuitive

Time,

ADVERTISING
geared towards
females

Eating,

Christy Harrison explains that

Research Problem

diet culture needs to be removed

85% of advertising is geared

from society in order to win back

towards

Advertisers target young people

lives and mend mental and phys-

regard to age (Lexington Law).

at an age when they are first sub-

ical health. Because “children’s

jected to objectification. One

opinions of their bodies form at

study stated they had found

a very young age” (“Body Image

children as young as three could

Issues (Children and Teens)”),

have problems with body image

the best way to shift a personal

(“Body Image Issues (Children

and cultural mindset would be

and Teens)”). Not only are adver-

to start with the younger demo-

tisers targeting with messaging

graphic and silence diet culture

on how looking a certain way will

before it creates insecurities and

make them happier, but they have

health problems.

ties and social media influencers
to reinforce the message.

Objectives
The objective of this paper is to

There are few places – real or

provide information to young

virtual – where people can go

people

to escape the flood of messag-

image, helping them avoid the

es on how to improve them-

negative effects of social media.

selves. Social media campaigns

Along

containing anti-diet messaging

media norms, with the support

about

with

healthy

dispelling

body

social

with

no
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also enlisted the help of celebri-

females

Research Question
Would implementing anti-diet
messaging into adolescents’ daily
lives prevent more young people from
engaging in diet culture?
of their peers and guardians,
young people will be more likely
to be able to deal with the constant messaging of diet culture.
Diet culture begins early in adolescents’ lives, creating a lasting
effect that can cause problems
in the future. These problems
range

from

self-esteem

and

mental health issues to eating
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disorders. “Social media platforms are accused of distorting
reality, in that the models portrayed are either naturally thin
and thus unrepresentative of
normality, or unnaturally thin
due to forced dieting, malnutrition, and/or digital editing”
(Daryanani). At the conclusion of
this paper, it will be shown young
people will be better equipped
to handle the pressure of diet
culture by replacing with body
positive messaging. As a result,
adolescents will grow up into

more aware adults who are more
satisfied with their choices of
food, exercise, and body image.

Knowledge Gap
When researching the many
facets of diet culture and its effect
on society, it became apparent
that information geared towards
adolescents and ways to prevent
dieting was lacking. Largely, the
research

covers

information

on how diet culture came to be,
how it effects everyday lives, the
mental health aspects that are
affected, the dangers it causes
to physical health, and what can
result if diet culture is taken too
far. All of this research centered
on what can be done once diet
culture has become the norm in
life, what can happen, and how to
right the ship, but there is little
information out there on how to
prevent a person from starting
the dangerous cycle of dieting.
By finding information on how
to stop the cycle before it starts
and how to effectively present
anti-diet information, the hope
of this paper is to provide adolescents with the ability to preserve

a positive relationship with food,
exercise, and body image.

Significance
By providing educational information to adolescents, they are
more likely to obtain higher
self-esteem and a better relationship with food and exercise
instead of following in the footsteps of others. This collection
of information will reveal that
the cycle of diet culture needs
to end, and adolescents need to
focus more on creating a healthy
and positive view of themselves

...Diet culture needs to end, and
adolescents need to focus more on
creating a healthy and positive view of
themselves and food.
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and food.

Purpose Statement

influencers, whose job it is to be

Adolescence is the time when

look the same. A combination

a young person starts noticing

of social media and listening to

changes in their own bodies. Not

how peers and adults talk about

only are they noticing their own

themselves, the story society

bodies, they begin to compare

tells young people begins to seep

their body to the bodies of

into their being, and they begin

friends and classmates. Body

believing the lies.

in shape, and realize they do not
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shame starts early, and for that
reason, anti-diet culture should

With the addition of anti-di-

be added to the adolescent’s

et messaging to a routine, the

routine. With the addition of

focus may shift from how one

anti-diet messaging, there is a

looks to how one feels about

better chance that fewer adoles-

themselves. Young people have

cents will fall for diet culture’s

a better chance of not follow-

lies and more will find a healthy

ing the trend when they know

way to support their mental and

the harm it creates. An anti-diet

physical health.

program will start a new way of
thinking, and while it may not fix

Often, teenagers are learning

diet culture completely, it can be

about body image from society

a step in the right direction.

– they are seeing celebrities and

I was taught how to
perceive my body through
the eyes of other people
that didn’t love me, that
didn’t care about me, that
thought they could just

and move on with their life,
and I carried that forever.
You have to be more
careful with your words.
E LYSE MY ERS
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make a passing comment

Chapter 2: Research
Summary
of Findings
In the name of being healthier,
people will change both their
diets and their lifestyles, all in
order to obtain a physical ideal.
Some people trade out cookies
for fruit and chips for vegetables
while others go from sitting on
the couch to working out several
times a week. When listening to
friends or family, there is no lack
of stories about how diets can
be frustrating and unsuccessful. “A robust body of evidence
shows that intentional weightloss efforts don’t work; with a
8 | BR EAK ING DIE T CULTUR E | EM I LY S P U RG I N

failure rate that many researchers agree is north of 95 percent,
they’re a waste of time” (Harrison). No matter how many diets
are tried, most people end up in
the same place. The diet fails,
but the person sees it as their
failure. It is not about willpower
or how much they want it. The
diet is going to fail. “We should
be striving to live the healthiest lives possible, which doesn’t
always mean being supermodel skinny or having a six-pack”
(Tran). The pressure to maintain

the ideal body is an issue many
people struggle with.
Studies have shown that small
children are not immune to
the effects of diet culture. One
study showed children as young
as three are susceptible to body
image issues (“Body Image Issues
(Children and Teens)”). There
are things going on all around
young children that may not be
seen as an avenue to body image
issues. There could be something going on around the child
that may never be considered an
issue until it has already become
one. The focus of this paper is to
reveal that by adding information
on anti-dieting and positive body
image to a young person’s daily
life, they have a better chance of
avoiding diet culture.

Who Influences
Whom?
In today’s world, social media has
become an increasing concern
for young people. “...Adolescence
is an equally important period of
rapid development, and too few
of us are paying attention to how

ogy is affecting them” (Ehmke).
Some may not see social media
as a platform where adolescents could receive information
on how they should view their
bodies. The platform can come

“In September 2019, Instagram
announced that they will be hiding
posts that promote weight loss from
users under the age of 18.”
Tran

off a completely harmless when
in fact, there are accounts that

“Adolescence

can cause problems when it

pivotal stage in the development

comes to eating, moving, or how

of positive or negative body

a young person sees themselves.

image. Many influences exist

Over the years, diet culture
has grown, and the messaging spreads every day on social
media. “Whether it’s on YouTube
or TikTok, we are constantly introduced to new popular
diets that will help you ‘lose
your belly fat’ or ‘cut 20 pounds
in two weeks’” (Tran). There are
“what I eat in a day” videos, teas
and juice cleanses, among other
programs that claim to work.
After weeks of participating in
the diet, some users see results,
but these results can be temporary. To break the plateau, the
user seeks out the next diet that
claims it will help them on their
weight loss journey.

represents

a

during the teen years including
transitions (e.g., puberty) that
affect one’s body shape, weight
status, and appearance” (Reel et
al). Pubescent adolescents are
going through many changes
and are often vulnerable to body
image messaging. “Individuals
subjected to ‘diet culture’ messages have been conditioned
to believe that not only does
thinness

and

dieting

equate

to health, but that the pursuit
of health makes one person
morally superior to another”
(Daryanani). Some view people
in larger bodies as second class
citizens, and society plays along
with this narrative.
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our teenagers’ use of technol-

In 2010, Instagram was released,

that words can build someone

and the platform provided a new

up or tear them down, “but it’s

arena for an influx of adver-

going to take a hell of a lot more

tisements making unattainable

work to build them up after you

promises.

glorification

tore them down” (Myers). Young

of toxic diet culture on social

girls primarily take their body

media has not gone unnoticed.

image cues from their mothers,

In September 2019, Instagram

often leading to an unhealthy

announced that they will be

relationship with dieting. “Yet

hiding posts promoting weight

pretty much all the adult women

loss from users under the age

in my life were dieting or ‘watch-

of 18” (Tran). It was nine years

ing what they ate,’ just like their

before Instagram decided adver-

mothers before them. As the girls

tising to users under the age of 18

my age began to hit puberty, they

was harmful to the self-esteem

started dieting, too” (Harrison).

“The

of young people. Additionally,
social media has a way of distorting reality, creating a “physically
1 0 | BRE AK ING D IET CULTURE | E M I LY S P U RG I N

unachievable” ideal that adolescents may never reach.
Adolescents gather information
about body image not only from
social media and their peers but
also from parents or other adults.
As a parent, it can be incredibly
difficult to figure out how to navigate the conversation around a
child’s body image and relationship to food. Elyse Myers begs
on her social media accounts
“to understand how powerful
your words are.” She brings up

Physical & Mental
Health Effects
An adolescent does not instinctively know how to pick apart
their body – it is a learned behavior. “A healthy body image in
childhood can lay the foundations
for good physical and mental
health later in life. An unhealthy
body image in childhood can
have long-lasting consequences” (Body Image: Pre-Teens and
Teenagers). Diet culture has a
tendency to focus on how one
looks. “… [Diet culture] is the
messaging

centered

around

the belief that in order to be
happy, successful, fit, healthy
and attractive, you must be
slim” (Rye). With the failure of
each diet, it’s not uncommon for
people to begin to participate in
negative self-talk or fat talk. “Fat
talk,

negative

communication

about weight, is common in the
media, peer groups, and families” (Lydecker et al). This internal communication is far from
harmless – it can lead to serious
health issues such as depression,
anxiety, and eating disorders.

“A healthy body image in childhood can
lay the foundations for good physical
and mental health later in life.”
Body Image: Pre-Teens and Teenagers
For adolescents, eating disorders
are a real concern. “Eating disorders are behavioral conditions
characterized by severe and
persistent disturbance in eating
behaviors and associated distressing thoughts and emotions.
They can be very serious conditions affecting physical, psychological and social function”
eating disorders are bulimia,
anorexia, binge eating, and orth-

With 1 in 5 adolescents

orexia (Schaumberg et al).

showing as obese, it’s clear

As eating disorders have an

that health problems should

effect on a person’s mental and

be taken seriously, but many

physical health, knowing the

websites tend to focus on

consequences is helpful. Bulimia

the child’s weight rather

usually begins when a person

than on their person as a

limits their food intake and then

whole (“Childhood Overweight

secretly binges on forbidden

&

Obesity

Obesity”).

|

Overweight

&

food. After the binge occurs, it
is common for them to restrict
their food for extended amounts
of time, vomit, or abuse laxatives

1 1 | BRE AK ING D IET CULTURE | E M I LY S P U RG I N

(Guarda). The most common

All of these forms of disordered eating
lead to mental health issues, and
they are also responsible for physical
health problems.
Spurgin

Anorexia is characterized by
starving oneself. People with
tend

to

have

an

extreme fear of weight gain,
leading them to eat very little
or not at all. Binge eating is
a condition that most people
would not necessarily consider
1 2 | BRE AK ING D IET CULTURE | E M I LY S P U RG I N

Even though eating disorders
present

differently,

they

all

return to the same fear: the fear
of losing control and gaining
weight (Schaumberg et al) (Parra
Carriedo et al).
“In a large study of 14-15 year-

in order keep off the weight.

anorexia

for physical health problems.

as an eating disorder. This eating
disorder begins with a secret
binge, and after eating a large
amount of food in a small amount
of time, the person begins to feel
distressed by how much they
had eaten. Unlike bulimia, binge
eating does not end in purging.
Orthorexia,

though

not

an

official eating disorder, involves
following the guidelines of any
given diet to the extreme. All of
these forms of disordered eating
can lead to mental health issues,
but they are also responsible

olds

adolescents

who

were

followed up for three years,
those who dieted ‘moderately’
had a five-fold increased risk of
developing an eating disorder”
(Rye). When the physical body is
a person’s sole focus, there is not
much they won’t do to achieve
the ideal. Recovering from an
eating disorder takes a lot of
time and intentionality. The use
of cognitive behavioral therapy
has proven to be a successful
treatment for eating disorders.
“Cognitive behavioral therapy
(CBT) is a form of psychological
treatment

that

has

been

demonstrated to be effective for
a range of problems including
depression, anxiety disorders,
alcohol and drug use problems,
marital

problems,

eating

disorders, and severe mental
illness”

(“What

Is

Cognitive

Therapy?”).

CBT

disorder. Good health is not

aids in pinpointing the learned

always represented the same

behaviors that prove to lead to

way.

unhelpful ways of thinking and

expectations often leads to even

teaches the person healthy ways

more severe mental and physical

to cope with those emotions

health problems. “And for those

and external barriers. The goal

that cannot lose weight through

is to give the patient enough

special and intense diets, the

information and practice that,

obsession with diet culture leads

when left to their own devices,

to various eating disorders and

they can manage the moment

mental health issues” (Tran).

by themselves.

Living

with

unrealistic

Young girls are not the only ones

In addition to being aware of the

who suffer from body shaming

mental health effects of eating

and self-esteem issues. Both

disorders, there are physical

young people, of both genders,

ramifications. A person’s size

and adults struggle mentally

does not equate to health. A

and physically with their health

person living in a larger body

because of what they have been

may be healthy while a thin

taught their entire lives. “Don’t

person could be struggling with

eat that. You should probably

their body image and an eating

workout to work off what you

A person living in a larger body may be
healthy while a thin person could be
struggling with their body image and an
eating disorder.
Spurgin
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Behavioral

ate. Your body is not good enough

be a toxic trend. Throughout the

yet.” These messages become

research for this paper, there

internalized and could become

were many mentions of how this

the beginning of hurtful internal

movement still focuses strict-

dialogue. “People are aware of

ly on one’s body (Xie). This new

their appearance but constant-

direction of focus is believed to

ly reminding them about their

be just as damaging to the mental

insecurities might trigger them

and

at some point” (Denis). Strug-

the individual is not interested

gling with body shaming and

in working towards a healthier

comparisons can create a hostile

body. Instead, they simply accept

environment and can consume a

who they are. “Loving yourself is

person’s thoughts.

important. I could never expect

physical

health

because
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someone to look in the mirror

Positive Can
Be Negative

and sneer in disgust at their

“When we hear the term ‘body

accept something that they can

positivity,’ it’s hard to figure out

change, though” (Stirou).

where any negativity could stem
from. After all, the movement is
centered around being positive.
What could be so wrong about
that” (Maldonado)?

appearance. That doesn’t necessarily mean that people should

The

concept

of

accepting

themselves as they are is seen as
a form of laziness. It is believed
if there is some way a person
can improve the state of their

Body positivity, even though it

body, they should do it. If they

has helped create advances in

are capable of obtaining and

bringing people of all shapes and

cooking healthier food or moving

sizes to the forefront, it is just

more, they should take on that

another way of drawing atten-

responsibility. Even though the

tion to the body (Maldonado).

body positivity movement is

Nutritionists and physical train-

part of the anti-diet concept,

ers believe body positivity can

the movement usually targets

Adults of all ages are struggling mentally and physically
with their health because of what they have been taught
directly or indirectly their entire lives.
Spurgin
people who would be considered

to the body neutrality movement

overweight. By saying that a

are encouraged to comment on

person should love themselves

something that has nothing to do

no matter what they look like,

with the physical. For example,

the

essentially

comment on someone’s intel-

condoning the bad habits these

ligence or humor. If the focus

individuals have created.

shifts from the physical, then

is

Those who consider the body
positivity movement damaging

there would be less need to meet
any physical expectations.

focus instead on body neutral-

For opponents, focusing solely

ity or body improvement. “For

on body image is not the only

someone to truly love them-

downside to the anti-diet and

selves, they need to look in the

body positivity movement. If

mirror and see someone who

left unchecked, the situation

they want to be, not someone

could result in body shaming

who they can tolerate” (Stirou).

people in thinner bodies. The

It is believed it would be better

movement seems to make it

for people to simply not even

okay to, in essence, retaliate

draw attention to the body. It

for all the suffering that people

is hard to watch the body being

living in larger bodies have been

commoditized because it should

put through. When Adele lost

be the least important thing

a significant amount of weight,

about someone. Instead of com-

there were many fans who were

menting on someone’s physical

impressed and encouraging, and

appearance, those who adhere

some of her fans chastised her

1 5 | BRE AK ING D IET CULTURE | E M I LY S P U RG I N

movement

for conforming to the societal

discouraged”

(Tribole).

Strug-

norm (Xie). “The Body Positivity

gling with diet fatigue, more

Movement is going in the wrong

people are looking for a new way

direction, and if they really want

to approach their bodies and

people to feel good about their

relationship with food. Restoring

appearance, they need to change

your body to factory settings is a

course” (Stirou).

massive feat but not impossible
(Bacon). When a person is in a
deficit for many years, they have

1 6 | BRE AK ING D IET CULTURE | E M I LY S P U RG I N

What needs to happen “…is to
cultivate a healthy relationship with
food, mind, and body. It is a weightneutral model, meaning that the focus
is not on body size, but rather on
healing your relationship with food.”
Tribole

conditioned their body to ignore
hunger cues. One of the first
ways of altering diet behavior
is to start listening to the body.
What needs to happen “…is to
cultivate a healthy relationship
with food, mind, and body. It is a
weight-neutral model, meaning
that the focus is not on body size,
but rather on healing your relationship with food” (Tribole).
Part of anti-diet culture is learn-

Healing What
Is Broken
“Your body image is negative
– you don’t like the way you
look and feel in your body, and
self-respect is lessened. You
have learned from your own
experience that dieting does not
work – you have hit diet bottom
and feel stuck, frustrated, and

ing to accept who you are and
believe that you are enough as
is. One of the movements that is
working towards these goals is
the Body Positivity Movement
(BPM). The movement places
importance on healing the relationship with food instead of
taking a passive stance. The focus
is placed on the mental health
of each individual person while

learning to respect the body and

lurking on social media. By edu-

honor what it has done. “When

cating young people on the

you make choices because they

dangers of diet culture, there is

help you feel better, not because

a better chance of reduced nega-

of their presumed effect on your

tive self-talk, no longer equating

weight, you maintain them over

their size with health, and real-

the long run” (Bacon). Dieting

izing the way social media influ-

is no longer an option because

encers look is not how they have

their focus is to make sure they

to look.

tening to what their body needs.
There is a shift in belief that the
only sign of health is the size of
someone’s body. “Instead, we
need to assume an actively resistant stance, acknowledge that
we are more than appearances
and that embodiment is influenced by the ideal that marginalizes the experiences of people
who do not fit the ideal” (Nolen).
Part of the anti-diet culture is to
find what works for the individual because they respect their
body and want to do what is best

“Don’t wait until your child is
older to begin guiding his or
her opinions on body image”
(“Body Image Issues (Children
and Teens)”). A young person is
looking to their parents or guardian on how to navigate their way
through daily life. The best way
to help the young person is to
show up and listen. “You have an
influence on your child’s body
image too. There’s a lot you can
do to help your child develop a
positive body image, including:

•

for themselves.

your child.

One way to cut off diet culture
before it starts is to educate
young

people.

Talking and listening with

Providing

anti-diet information regularly, the hope is that it will be
a counter to the information

•

Focusing on your child as a
whole person.

•

Being a positive body image
role model” (“Body Image:
Pre-Teens and Teenagers”).
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are getting enough food and lis-

Part of anti-diet culture is learning to
accept who you are and believe that you
are enough as is.

(“Eating Disorders and Adoles-

Spurgin

image is a normative experience

cents - Better Health Channel”).

Summary
“It’s true that negative body

1 8 | BRE AK ING D IET CULTURE | E M I LY S P U RG I N

in the U.S: 85% to 95% of women
One of the best habits you can

are extremely dissatisfied with

create is mentioning things that

their bodies” (Nolen). Most ado-

have nothing to do with appear-

lescents are not thinking about

ance (“Body Image: Pre-Teens

the long-term effects of dieting

and Teenagers”). Things they

when they start a diet. They have

achieve that include how well

no idea that dieting can easily

they are doing in school, how

lead to an eating disorder, and

funny they are, how helpful

they are certainly not thinking

they have been, as well as any

that harm can come from trying

other non-appearance related

to lose weight. For this reason,

encouragement. Keep a lookout

it’s important to provide adoles-

for changes in a young person’s

cents with information on body

habits – make sure they know

image and anti-diet options. If

that it is important to eat healthy

this information is implemented

and exercise because it improves

into the everyday lives of ado-

physical and mental health. If an

lescents, the desired outcome

adolescent can develop a healthy

is that the mental and physical

body image, they are more likely

health of youth would be signifi-

to continue that trend into adult-

cantly improved.

hood. “Children are great imitators, so parents, teachers and
other adults can play an important role to help prevent eating
disorders and promote positive
body image in young children”

I have faced more peer
pressure to not eat in order
to be thinner than to love
myself in a larger body.
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SH E L BY TOM ALIN

Stakeholders
Individual

Institutional

The website’s primary target

The institutional target audi-

audience is adolescents from

ence is for organizations like

the age of 10 to 13, and the activ-

Mosaic

ity booklet’s primary audience

(MCC). MCC is a medical prac-

are parents or guardians of the

tice that promotes medical care

adolescents – those who come

with inclusivity where all bodies

into contact daily with an ado-

are welcome.

Comprehensive

Care

lescent who can provide support.
This includes adolescents who
are struggling with food or body
issues – even those who are on
the cusp of learning bad habits.
The information provided should
help an adolescent with these
issues as well as guardians with
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whom they communicate.

Societal
The target audience for societal stakeholders are the adults
who will come into contact with
these materials. These deliverables have the opportunity to
educate an adult on how to speak
about themselves as well as to a
young person.

Research Implications & Methods
Implications

Methods

It may not affect everyone, but

CASE STUDIES

with the information about the

The case studies that were

harmfulness of dieting, I see this

assessed covered subjects such

proving to a younger generation

as how to interact with your

that dieting is not worth start-

preteen

ing. Just like negative results

through a program that Dove put

of smoking help draw young

together, a study on how adoles-

peoples’ attention, this informa-

cents absorb information about

tion will prove to do the same.

food, and lastly, how ambiva-

Providing this information via a

lence might be a good substi-

booklet may expose the adoles-

tute for how one should view

cent’s parents to the informa-

their body.

start a healthy conversation.

their

bodies

VISUAL ANALYSIS
As far as the visuals were concerned, the examples found were
from a website that catered to a
positive body image, the materials Dove created for their
self-esteem campaign, and then
materials that show how conversations around weight can affect
people through photos, passive
humor graphics, and social media
posts based on hashtags.
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tion, creating an opportunity to

about

Your words matter.
Whether it’s just your
ears hearing them or it’s a
small child that is looking
to you to literally form the
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way they see the world
and themselves in it. So,
the way you speak about
yourself matters.

ELYS E MY E R S

In 2004, Dove initiated the Dove

Self-Esteem Project”). One of the

Self-Esteem Project. “At Dove,

most helpful parts of the website

we believe no young person

is the search function that allows

should be held back from reach-

the user to select a topic and

ing their full potential. However,

an age range to find resources

low body confidence and anxiet-

that are appropriate for their

ies over appearance keep young

children. The project includes

people from being their best

materials that are provided for

selves, affecting their health,

free to anyone who is interest-

friendships, and even perfor-

ed. The materials can be used for

mance at school” (“Dove Self-Es-

different ages of kids, and Dove

teem Project”). By providing

provides activities and resourc-

a resource for young people,

es to walk alongside kids to help

anti-diet information is getting

them. Not only do they provide

to them early in the hopes that

resources for in-class materials,

they will learn to focus on posi-

but since the 2020 pandemic

tive body image as well as raising

started, Dove created an addi-

their confidence in ways that

tion to this project that made the

have nothing to do with their

material more relevant to young

bodies. The hope is that by 2030

people and their guardians being

more young people will have

quarantined in their homes.

a positive view of their bodies
and mental well-being thanks to
these resources.
Dove’s

website

Dove has a lofty goal of changing the way young people view
themselves, and they are making

has

many

strides to achieve it. Challenges

resources that could provide

that face the self-esteem project

help for adults and young people.

include

Dove UK provides videos that

the time and getting an adult

draw attention to “how kids can

involved to work with the young

focus on their mental, emotional

person on the activities. If there

and physical capabilities rather

is an unsupportive guardian, the

than their appearance” (“Dove

adolescent may not achieve a

the

issue

of

taking
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Case Study One

“If you want your child to grow up with
high self-esteem and body confidence,
there’s a simple thing you can do:
Accept and appreciate yourself and
your body.”
Diedrichs et al

- Dove is on its way to creating
that future.
Because Dove is providing this
information to young people,
they are able to learn where the
downfalls come from as well as
being able to handle the issues
that arise at an earlier stage.
Currently,

adults

are

having
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to do their own research after
positive result. If a young person

years of poor self-esteem – they

does not have access to inter-

are having to relearn a whole

net, they would have a difficult

new way of seeing themselves.

time accessing the materials.

Diet culture has been such a

When it comes down to it, the

heavy influence on adults’ lives

biggest challenge is making sure

that, as of 2022, some adults

adults and young people have

are struggling to find their own

access to this material. As far

self-esteem. The Dove project is

as an outcome for this project,

relevant to the perceived solu-

there are many benefits Dove

tion of providing anti-diet mate-

hopes to achieve. The benefits

rials in everyday life and can set

that come from this program

up young people for success later

are more confidence in young

in life. The project also encourag-

people – meaning young people

es adults to talk to young people

have a better chance to grow

about these issues. Since the

up to be confident adults. These

adults are the role models in a

adults will achieve more because

young person’s life, it is import-

they are not wasting their time

ant for the adult to know how

on worrying about the way they

to talk about weight and that

appear. Instead of focusing on

they have influence when talking

how they look, their focus will be

about their own bodies. “If you

on reaching their full potential

want your child to grow up with

high self-esteem and body confidence, there’s a simple thing you
can do: Accept and appreciate
yourself and your body” (Diedrichs et al).
With the information collected for this project, there is a
better direction on the deliverables by knowing what is already
in circulation. The articles that
are on the website are a great
example of what current people
are looking for. The kit Dove provides, for free, a starting place
for the activities booklet that
will be part of the deliverables.
The colors and design used for
and practical, for the adults.
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the kit are fun, for young people,

Visual Analysis One

Fig. 1 | Diedrichs, Phillippa et al. The
Confidence Kit. Dove, www.dove.com/us/en/
dove-self-esteem-project/help-for-parents/
talking-about-appearance/confident-me-athome.html, Accessed 1 Apr 2022.

Dove produced a kit to help

digitally, or there is the option of

adults

people

printing out the information and

through several topics. This kit,

using it physically. The context in

designed for free by Dove, is one

which this project is embedded is

of the many resources that the

there is a growing movement of

company allows any interested

people learning how to view their

party to download. The Con-

bodies in a more positive manner.

fidence Kit, comes in the form

Fed up with low self-esteem and

of a PDF, and it covers subjects

eating disorders, people are now

such as “Appreciate Your Body to

learning the consequences diet

Help Your Child,” “Social Media,

culture has caused, and they are

Filters & Having The Selfie Talk,”

no longer willing to put up with

and “Improving Communication

it. The material combines design

Between You and Your Child.”

and information that is clean

These, plus additional chapters,

and direct.

walk

young

focus on how to best present
information on body image to
young people and learn ways to
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best support them. This kit was
created with “…a parent, grandparent, caregiver, mentor, aunt,
uncle, or trusted older friend,
this kit is for you” (Diedrichs et
al.) in mind. The other materials on this website focus on all
different ages of young people
– this PDF caters to the adults
mentioned above.
This visual solution is consumed
by downloading the PDF from
Dove’s website. From there, the
user can use the PDF completely

Fig. 2 | Diedrichs, Phillippa et al. The
Confidence Kit. Dove, www.dove.com/us/en/
dove-self-esteem-project/help-for-parents/
talking-about-appearance/confident-me-athome.html, Accessed 1 Apr 2022.

Trends surrounding Gen Z are
that of minimalism and nostalgia, making this fun and funky
90s feel a solid choice (Laknar).
At first glance, this document is
a great resource for adults and
young people – the images used
are relevant as well as eye-catching. The typography and graphics
add a nice touch to making the
presentation of this information more enjoyable. This design
creates a more fun and interesting environment for a young
person. If the kit was solely
looking to be informational, then
there could be a single document

Fig. 3 | Diedrichs, Phillippa et al. The
Confidence Kit. Dove, www.dove.com/us/en/
dove-self-esteem-project/help-for-parents/
talking-about-appearance/confident-me-athome.html, Accessed 1 Apr 2022.

Fig. 4 | Diedrichs, Phillippa et al. The
Confidence Kit. Dove, www.dove.com/us/en/
dove-self-esteem-project/help-for-parents/
talking-about-appearance/confident-me-athome.html, Accessed 1 Apr 2022.

ument allows the user to choose

seriously. With statistics such as

from the table of contents, and

“93% of women engaged in body

they will be taken straight to

talk,” (Diedrichs et al.) the piece

that page. The table of con-

provides the young person with

tents also provides one-liners

information that they are not

giving a sneak peek as to what

going through these thoughts

each chapter contains. Within

or feelings alone. Images, such

the document, the user will find

as social media icons as well as

ways to present the informa-

more juvenile symbols, aid in

tion to the young adult as well

the relevance that is needed to

as providing information that is

catch the interest of a young

backed by research. By having

adult. The majority of this PDF

the research and statistics avail-

creates a fun environment for an

able, it could help the young

adult to help a young person with

person take the subject more

these issues.
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with little to no design. The doc-

The content contains many informative areas to discuss with your
young person as well as statistics
that provide comfort. The colors
used as well as the graphics
chosen have created a document
that is successful in this market.
This document influences the
thesis in a way that is helpful to
the design of the deliverables.
The combination of colors and
graphics used are an excellent
reference for the deliverables
attached to this thesis.
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Fig. 5 | Diedrichs, Phillippa et al. The
Confidence Kit. Dove, www.dove.com/us/en/
dove-self-esteem-project/help-for-parents/
talking-about-appearance/confident-me-athome.html, Accessed 1 Apr 2022.

Case Study Two
Students with the Shiraz University of Medical Sciences are
responsible for the study of
“Improving Diet Quality Among
Adolescents, Using Health Belief
Model in a Collaborative Learning Context: A Randomized Field
Study.”

Mohammad

Parisa
Hossein

Spurgin

Keshani,
Kaveh,

Shiva Faghih, and Moosa Salehi

responsible for learning this

stated, “This study aimed to

information together. The study

assess the impact of education-

was looking for an effective

al intervention, based on health

way to present the information

belief model (HBM) and col-

to young people. Initially, the

laborative learning techniques

study chose 400 students from

on diet quality in adolescents”

4 different schools. Some of the

(Keshani et al). The Health Belief

students were pulled from the

Model states there is an effect on

study due to ineligibility. With

dietary behavior in adolescents

the

when they have a better under-

researchers provided a survey

standing of many areas including

asking

self-efficacy.

the adolescents’ eating habits.

The study covers two different
groups. One group was given a
survey along with information
via a traditional school class
environment

–

teachers

provided the information in a
passive

manner.

The

second

group was composed of peers
each given different bits of
information – the group was

remaining

students,

questions

the

concerning

The next step was to provide
the

information

to

students

through two different methods
– standard classroom learning
and peer learning. This part
of the study the researchers
referred to as the intervention.
The intervention was the time
between the beginning of the
study and having the time after
the food information was given.
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Trial

...There is an effect on dietary
behavior in adolescents when they
have a better understanding of many
areas including self-efficacy.

The study also revealed that this
method of learning the material was
more successful when provided by peers
and in small groups.
Spurgin
The classroom setting method

can provide a place to create

was lecture-based and a passive

better habits.

way of learning for the students;
however,

the

other

method,

run by student peers, provided
the

opportunity

for

hands-

on learning. As we all know,
adolescents are more likely to
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listen to their peers than they
are to adults. “…Adolescents
are

generally

influenced

by

their peers [9], and Peer-based
interventions can be effectively
used to improve dietary health
and practice among adolescents
[9–11]” (Keshani et al). This
quote,

found

in

the

study,

contains so much information
that

is

not

talked

about.

Normally, there is talk about

Challenges that were faced in
this study were that some of the
students were not qualified and/
or they did not show up for every
meeting. That alone took away
many possible participants from
the study. The researchers also
state that their study may have
lacked from a “low number of
educational sessions within the
school year and the short period
of intervention as a result of
numerous educational programs
scheduled by the schools, which
made it impossible to increase
the number of the sessions”
(Keshani et al).

how peers are the cause of other

The outcome from this study

adolescents’

This

found that, with the interven-

expresses that with the right

tions, no matter which method

downfalls.

motives and information, peers

was used, there was an increase

frequently. Whether it be through

in healthy dietary behavior from

traditional

using appropriate educational

or

tools. What the study also found

methods, adolescents have a

was that the method of learning

greater chance of creating better

this material was more success-

habits when the information is

ful when provided by peers and in

provided to them early. So far

small groups - these adolescents

what the research has shown is

adopted better eating habits.

that “…factors, such as peer pres-

The combination of hands-on

sure, perceived social accept-

learning and team participation

ability and family interaction

was pivotal in these students

patterns can have a significant

picking up these skills. “It seems

influence on dietary intentions

that a collaborative approach

and behavior” (Keshani et al). It

might contribute to students’

was not until this study that the

conceptual understanding and

research directly connected to

help to build trust between stu-

the thesis objective. The inter-

dents…” (Keshani et al).

vention allowed a new perspec-

study is young people have
a better chance of learning
and holding on to information if it is provided to them

through

methods

peer-provided

tive for the adolescents in the
trial. Likely, if the adolescents
had not been included in the
trial, they would not be aware of
this information until later in life.
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The conclusion taken from the

teaching

Visual Analysis Two

Fig. 6 | Illustration by Vero Romero
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Miller, Kelsey. “The Anti-Diet Project”.
Refinery29, 2018, www.refinery29.com/
en-us/the-anti-diet-project.

Refinery29, with the assistance

based off what the articles are

of Kelsey Miller, has created a

talking about, the age can range

space on their website for people

anywhere from 20s through 40s.

who are seeking a life after diet

Many of the blogs deal with mile-

culture.

analysis

stones that usually happen in

covers a web page on Refinery29

that age range, so this platform is

by the name of “The Anti-Diet

targeting women.

This

visual

Project.” Miller is a journalist,
editor, and author who has had
work appear in multiple publications

including

New

York

Magazine and Women’s Health
(“Kelsey Miller”). The Anti-Diet
Project is a blog where the majority of the articles are written
from the viewpoint of Miller.
Some notable titles include “The
Problem with Thin Privilege” to
“What to Say Instead of ‘You’re
not Fat’.” The audience for this
website is definitely women, and

This project goes along with the
subject of how diet culture is
ruining peoples’ bodies as well
as their mental health. The blog
does not solely rely on the body
positivity movement. It does not
cater to one specific audience
but a range of audiences that
all struggle with a similar issue.
The images used in the articles
pertain to the subject - such as
food and body image. There are
posts that include photography
while others have illustrations. In

one case, there is an article that

page that are currently very dis-

covers thin privilege (Fig.9) – this

tracting, but the user can find

article has two images, both of

solace if they can scroll passed

very thin women. Outside of the

the ads.

organized manner displaying an
image with the author’s name
and date. The website is very
clean and easy to navigate, and
there is little opportunity to get
lost or have an issue returning to
the home page.

The first three stories are the
most current articles, and it
looks as if Kelsey wrote one
story a month for this project.
The stories have images referencing the title and author’s
name while the other stories
have their images to the left of

The web page is very straight

the title and author’s name. The

forward, and there is minimal

information provided allows the

room for confusion. A banner

viewer a small peek into what the

welcomes the user by presenting

blog post is about as well as who

“The Anti-Diet Project.” There

wrote it. The blogs are placed

are many animated ads on this

into different categories such

Fig. 7 | Miller, Kelsey. “The Anti-Diet Project”. Refinery29, 2018, www.refinery29.com/en-us/theanti-diet-project.
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articles, the page is laid out in an

Fig. 9 | Photographed by Ben Ritter
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Fig. 8 | Miller, Kelsey. “The Anti-Diet Project”.
Refinery29, 2018, www.refinery29.com/
en-us/the-anti-diet-project.

Miller, Kelsey. “The Anti-Diet Project”.
Refinery29, 2018, www.refinery29.com/
en-us/the-anti-diet-project.

are there to be relatable. The
as Wellness, Body, Fitness, and

fonts found on this web page

Diet & Nutrition. There is not an

are good combination as far as

infinite scroll option, but there is

design standards are concerned.

a “more stories” button that can

Two fonts are used predominant-

be selected to show addition-

ly, and both are simple, allowing

al posts. The articles shown are

minimal distraction. The fonts

relatable, and there is no short-

chosen are a sans serif and serif

age of stories to read.

font where the serif font is used

Some of the images used can be
triggering to some who have had

for the headlines while the sans
serif is used for supporting text.

issues with disordered eating,

The hierarchy is very well estab-

but the majority of the images

lished, and the user will have an

easy experience finding the most

For

the

website

deliverable,

important information on the

there would be a similar approach

page. This website’s aesthetic

taken. The stories are set up by

choices are very simple – it gets

the most recent going back to the

straight to the point. Users do

start as well as providing catego-

not come to a site to sift their

ries that not only have to do with

way through a large amount of

the anti-diet project but take the

content. They can find specific

user through other topics. I plan

stories they want to read, and

on using similar fonts that allow

they do not have to worry about

the user to read easily without

any of the other content.

distraction. The articles will be
different due to the target audi-
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ence being younger.

Case Study Three
“Pursuit of thinness in our culture is NOT related to beauty or
health. It’s related to female obedience. Keep women small,
keep women distracted, keep women occupied. When we take
up space and stop dieting, we reclaim our power.”
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Evans
Jennifer Dolan, with the Univer-

The study begins with talking

sity of South Florida, wrote “The

about “thin ideology” – covering

Promised Body: Diet Culture, the

topics of what started societ-

Fat Subject, and Ambivalence as

ies obsession with weight, how

Resistance” in 2018. The motiva-

larger people were viewed (and

tion behind this study is to shine

still are viewed until this day),

light on the fact that “society

and exposing how difficult it is

deems the fat body unhealthy,

to accept one’s body when con-

costly, and immoral, as well as

stantly being told it could be

the fact that fat positivity may

better. Dolan’s work indicates

not be an option because of

that

ambivalence towards one’s own

as an ideology it “...provides a

body and fitting into society”

better model for understanding

(Dolan). Throughout the study,

how diet culture operates insid-

Dolan covers subjects such a

iously in the lives of women and

ambivalence in place of positiv-

girls, and increasingly of men,

ity, the physical and emotional

regardless of their body size”

experience of “feeling fat,” and

(Dolan). The chapter on “#feel-

to wrap things up, covers several

ingfat” covers a broad amount of

books that approach the subject

information. It took the reader

of fat studies.

through how those who do not

by

re-framing

thinness

view themselves as fat are the
ones pointing out things they

to fat studies. Wake Up, I’m Fat!

fat. Things such as eating two

is about a woman who came

donuts, seeing smaller people at

to accept that she was larger,

the gym, or even trying on clothes

and she still could be beauti-

from a retail store that carries

ful. The second and third books

sizes that are not true to size. It

have similar starts but different

covers how thin privilege is when

endings – one has the author

weight can be spoken about as if

being larger and hating herself

there would be a problem when

into trying to be thinner while

their body is viewed as “normal.”

the other author hated her body

“In her study of fat talk among

and was able to achieve thinness.

teenage

anthropologist

“Understandably, given the cul-

Mimi Nichter found that over-

ture’s mixed messages about the

weight girls, unlike their thinner

importance of the body, Singer

counterparts, do not engage

does not know how to feel”

in fat talk (i.e., ‘I’m so fat,’ ‘No,

(Dolan). All of these authors had

you’re not!’) because they do not

one thing in common – their body

want to draw attention to their

and weight became their identi-

weight (51-52)” (Dolan). Lastly,

ty. The biggest challenge Dolan

the study covered three differ-

faced was finding fat memoirs

ent memoirs and approaches

since most of the stories ended

girls,

“...Overweight girls, unlike their thinner
counterparts, do not engage in fat
talk (i.e., ‘I’m so fat,” “No, you’re not!’)
because they do not want to draw
attention to their weight .”
Nichter
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are doing that make them feel

...Even though body acceptance is the
goal, at times, people who live in larger
bodies can still be lured in by the shiny
promises of diet culture.
Spurgin
in weight loss success. In her

as such, ambivalence is what sur-

paper, she included three differ-

rounds the world of being large.

ent memoirs that covered three

Dolan’s theory of ambivalence, is

different takes on being fat.

showing that even though body

Our society is marching “toward
the ideal: the white male European.” (Dolan). Our bodies were
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never meant to fit this ideal, and

acceptance is the goal, at times,
people who live in larger bodies
can still be lured in by the shiny
promises of diet culture.

Visual Analysis Three
The visuals from Dolan’s case

suit season arrives, and feeling

study do not directly affect the

bad

visuals I will be creating other

looking at a photo of when they

than

purposes.

were smaller. All of these tweets

There are three different visuals

make it sound as if something is

that were used throughout this

wrong with them when, in fact,

case study to support the infor-

they are just normal people

mation Dolan presented. The

dealing with the effects of diet

majority of the images in the

culture. The Someecards images

case study were of tweets from

cover a similar subject where the

Twitter. These tweets cover the

women in the memes are either

hashtag of #feelingfat. Each of

saying they have earned the right

the tweets had different messag-

to splurge, only if they have the

ing along with the hashtag, but

proper body type at the time. The

they all served a similar purpose.

other meme has a woman cover-

It seems to be understood that

ing her eyes in shame as she tries

the writers of these tweets are in

to put on her jeans. Each of these

fact not actually large – they are

images is meant to create humor

associating the feeling of being

around difficult topics – they

fat with an action they deemed,

rest in the shame and guilt of diet

or society deemed, as wrong.

culture. The final image is one of

The tweets cover topics such as

a before and after photo from a

getting cozy on a Sunday evening

fat memoir of Jasmine Singer.

eating a large amount of choco-

In her memoir, she talks about

late, making a joke about having

being large and how she was able

a good personality when bathing

to get thin. “Can I shun fat-phobia

research

themselves

when

Fig. 10 | Dolan, Jennifer. “The Promised Body:
Diet Culture, The Fat Subject, and Ambivalence as
Resistance”. University Of South Florida, 2018.
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for

about

and yet write a book detailing my

how other people perceive them.

journey of losing weight? “Does

The study shows how important

it make me a hypocrite to get on

it is to gather more information

my soapbox about how we should

about how women are wasting

be kind, tolerant, accepting and

time trying to fit an impossible

embracing of all individuals—

ideal. The images used in the

regardless of size or species—

study are directly related to the

and then get off my soapbox just

subject that is being stated. The

in time to request my tofu please

tweets along with the memes are

be steamed and not fried? Can a

essential to proving a point on

formerly fat person like me hold

how people view being large/fat.

any weight when it comes to size

The images used in the study are

acceptance” (Dolan)?

not ones that I would like to use

The audience for this study is
women in their 30s or 40s. The
visual solutions are consumed
through social media as well as
4 0 | BRE AK ING D IET CULTURE | E M I LY S P U RG I N

books. This subject is our culture.
There is not a day that goes by
that someone in this world does
not think about how they look or

as inspiration – they are more
for reference. The visuals were
successful because they covered
how people spread the message
of being or feeling large. Social
media is the hub for obtaining
an ideal that is impossible to
meet. Not only are most of the
images fake, but the topics that

Fig. 11 & 12 | Dolan, Jennifer. “The Promised
Body: Diet Culture, The Fat Subject, and
Ambivalence as Resistance”. University Of
South Florida, 2018.

are bounced around are just
as harmful.
A social media platform will be
incorporated into one of my
deliverables. To offset the topics
that are normally shared on
social media, the website deliverable will focus on topics that
encourage young people to see
themselves as something more
than just a body. The information is good to have when implementing a small booklet on what
people are seeing every day.
There are social media, memes,

Fig. 13 | Dolan, Jennifer. “The Promised
Body: Diet Culture, The Fat Subject, and
Ambivalence as Resistance”. University Of
South Florida, 2018.

and before/after posts that fill
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our everyday lives.

Conclusion
The

research

provided

thus

Dove has done a great job with

far has shown that there is a

providing materials that will

problem that does not just affect

coach a young person to learn

adolescents, but a good majori-

more about themselves and what

ty of the population (“150 Years

is happening around them. Their

of Dieting Fads: An American

initiative flows directly into the

Story”). With the toll that diet

deliverables that will be created.

culture takes on one’s mental
and physical health, the time has
come to put an end to the lies and
shame that the diet industry has
used for decades.

social media, mental health, and
parent/guardian

involvement

need to be addressed, so the
deliverables will be responsi-

The case studies back up the

ble for addressing those issues.

information by showing ways of

By covering these topics in

rectifying the situation. Some of

the deliverables, the hope is to

these companies have seen the

create a movement that ends

impact diet culture has had on

dieting before it starts.

the population and are finding
4 2 | BRE AK ING D IET CULTURE | E M I LY S P U RG I N

The research has shown that

ways to combat it. There seem
to be very few resources for adolescents and adults alike, and
as such, the initiative needs to
be taken to create more informational outlets that provide a
safe place for a young person to
learn more.

It’s okay to love yourself
exactly the way that you
are right now. You don’t
have to change anything
about yourself to decide
you are worth your own

E LYSE MY ERS
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unconditional love.
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Chapter 3: Visual Process
Growing up, I did not have

Since there are many people in

access to any information other

this world who have a similar

than the diet industry messag-

story, the plan for my deliver-

ing that society provided. My

ables was to create materials,

first diet began at the age of 15

both physical and digital, that can

because of a lack of information

be used to provide information

and insecurity I carried about

to adolescents and their guard-

my body. Year after year, instead

ians concerning food, movement,

of my focus being on what was

and body image. The hope was

going on around me, I distinctly

to meet adolescents where they

remember how often I did not

are almost every day. “…Today

eat that birthday cake or how a

72% of the public uses some type

meal would have to be adjust-

of social media” (Daryanani).

ed so I would not gain weight.

By providing a place on the web

Instead of adults in my life being

where a preteen can go to find

able to walk me through body

information

image issues, I had to navigate it

there is a better chance of inte-

myself. After 16 years of shaping

grating positive messaging into

my world around losing weight, I

their daily lives. As a guardian, it

had finally had enough. My body

can be difficult to find a way to

image was at an all-time low. I

connect with a young person, so

was undereating and overexert-

I wanted to create a deliverable

ing myself in the gym. I was not

that engages both the preteen

enjoying many parts of my life,

and the guardian to build a

but I found a program that did

relationship that can approach

not focus on what you look like or

the topics of diet culture and

what you weighed. The focus was

body image.

placed on listening to your body
and healing the relationship with

on

anti-dieting,

RESEARCH

food. This system’s purpose is to

The process of collecting infor-

get your life back, and it took me

mation on this topic took me

16 years to realize that I was not

into discovering different areas

put on this earth to lose weight.

surrounding

adolescents

and

of 10 and 14. This generation is

social media have on their long-

known as Generation Z or Gen

term mental and physical health.

Z. The age ranges from 10 to 25,

The information found covered

but the effort for this deliver-

topics such as how social media

able is focused on the younger

creates an unrealistic expecta-

end. One of the emerging trends

tion for young people, how that

for Gen Z is a focus on mental

can lead to comparison, and in

health. “About 58% report being

some cases, can end up devel-

depressed or sad, and 55% expe-

oping an eating disorder. This

rience a lack of interest, motiva-

example is one on the extreme

tion, or energy” (Anthony). This

side, but in 2021, the Adolescent

information led me to create

Wellness Academy found that

a website built to support the

“56% of teens actively attempt

mental health of young users.

to lose weight” (Chinnis). There

Taking all of this information into

seemed to be quite a few arti-

account, I created personas who

cles on the dangers of social

would help keep the end user

media and its effect on preteens;

in mind.

however, there were very few
resources I found that spoke

MOOD BOARD

to the effect of keeping young

For a mood board, I was inter-

people away from diet culture.

ested in finding styles and colors

With the lack of information on

that would appeal to a younger

introducing anti-diet culture to

demographic. The layout would

adolescents, I felt convicted to

need be simple to navigate, col-

create resources that would stop

orful to hold the user’s attention,

diet culture from reaching pre-

and concise in information, so as

teens in the first place.

not to overwhelm the user. The

COLLECTING INFORMATION

mood board consisted of several
layout options that could inspire

The target audience for my

layouts for my deliverables. In

website deliverable is pubescent

Figure 14, there were many

adolescents between the ages

options for fonts collected. I was
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the effects diet culture and

The examples I provided in
Figure 14 are made up of colorful illustrations – this choice gave
me freedom to move away from
the taut nature of photography. I
would now have the flexibility to
create an inclusive world around
illustrations. “With Gen Z considering diversity as a positive
asset, businesses are prompted
to develop a more inclusive and
Fig. 14 | Screenshot of the mood board

looking to incorporate a more
juvenile look, so the deliverables
did not appear as rigid. Along
with fonts, I collected color com4 6 | BRE AK ING D IET CULTURE | E M I LY S P U RG I N

binations, visual graphics, and fun
layouts that I could use as inspiration. As far as trends are concerned, “we’re going to see more
colorful icons and illustrations as
a way to incorporate personality
into branded visuals. These types
of visuals break the monotony
of a photo-focused social media
timeline, which makes them a
great resource for brands to
grab attention” (Cass). Because
I wanted my deliverables to be
personable, I decided to incorporate illustrations for my people.

diverse brand, extending even
further beyond advertising and
products” (Anthony).
BRAINSTORMING
As an individual contributor in
this process, I needed to find a
form of brainstorming that would
work for me. Mind mapping and
brainwriting allowed me to start
with a singular thought and build
off that idea into new directions.
For example, my initial idea was
to create materials that would
be a supplement to a health class
textbook. Through the process of
brainwriting, the idea of placing
this information in front of a
young person in school turned
into

providing

this

informa-

tion via a website that could be

to present this anti-diet information as you may see in Figures 15
and 16. The end result, as seen in
Figure 17, led me to the decision
be geared towards adolescents
while an activities booklet would
make a great addition for guardians. Additional brainstorming
consisted of looking through
current websites that are being
used by adolescents. Figure 18
Figs. 15, 16, & 17 | The brainstorming
process

shows a blog I found that provided visual inspiration for my
website. This blog site is clean

accessed at will. By writing out

and concise, and the information

what I wanted to accomplish with

is not hard to decipher. There

the deliverables, I was able to

were several sites geared toward

shape a more effective platform

preteens that contained the
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to create a website that would
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Fig. 18 | Example of a blog geared towards a young audience

Fig. 19 | Image of brainstorming options

same aesthetic. I knew I would be
taking a similar approach when I
began sketching up the designs
for my deliverables.
MOCKUPS
Through
sketches,

several
I

rounds

began

of

working

towards what my final designs
would look like. I went through
several iterations on the website
and booklet that altered the
structure from sketch to sketch,
as seen in Figures 20 - 24. Photos
and text shifted within the space,
and the layouts changed depending on the sketch. I knew white
out the platform as well as
minimal text in order to hold the
user’s attention. I did not want
to overwhelm the adolescents or
guardians with too much information because I wanted the
focus to remain on the provided
topics and activities.
I realized my program, these
two

deliverables

would

fall

under, needed a name associated with its purpose. I brainstormed name ideas based off
the end result I desired for this

Figs. 20 & 21 | Thumbnail sketches

program. The Credence Project
was chosen as the name of the
program since credence refers
to “mental acceptance as true
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space would be utilized through-
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Figs. 22, 23, & 24 | Thumbnail sketches

Fig. 25 | Thumbnail logo sketches

Fig. 27 | Logo design

The meaning behind the logo
is to show that adolescents are
Fig. 26 | Thumbnail logo sketches

whole as they are (the circle)
and their support system (the

or real,” according to the Mer-

branches coming off the inside of

riam-Webster Dictionary. This

the circle). Figure 27 shows the

definition fit with the purpose of

final design of the logo used for

steering young people to accept

this project.

as they are while knowing no

ILLUSTRATIONS

matter what they look like, they

One of the main visuals used for

are enough.

the deliverables are illustrations.

The look of the logo needed to
appeal to preteens of any gender
and be sophisticated enough
to catch the eye of an adult.
Several versions of the logo were
created to find one that would
appeal to the majority. In Figure
25 some of the iterations shown
were based on concepts of new
beginnings, undivided, and rebel.

The illustrations allowed flexibility and an opportunity for inclusivity. It opened up the subject
to be visualized through the
view of adolescents and guardians. With these illustrations, I
was able to tell a story that went
along with the copy. Instead of
focusing my efforts on creating these illustrations, I opted
to procure them from a design
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themselves and their bodies

Fig. 30 | Illustration possibilities

was emphasized in each illustra-
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tion, and to create that, I kept
them in brighter colors while
having adults in gray and darker
colors. Each of the illustrations show guardians with preteens and small groups of young
Fig. 31 | Final illustration

people. Some are simply posed
while others are participating

Fig. 32 | Final illustration

website. Purchasing the illustra-

in activities. The illustrations

tions provided me the flexibility

needed to portray adults and

to use what I needed or change

young people from all ethnicities

the illustrations to work for my

as presented in Figures 32-35.

design. The illustrations used

The focus was to create an inclu-

included images of preteens

sive world of people dedicated to

ranging in age and adults. The

the mental and physical health

adolescents needed to be what

of adolescents.

Fig. 35 | Final illustration

Fig. 34 | Final illustration
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Fig. 33 | Final illustration
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Figs. 36 & 37 | Initial high-fidelity wire frames

HOME

DIET INFO

PAST

PRESENT

MESSAGE
BOARD

PEER

BLOG

FOOD

PROF
HOW

HELP

BODY

MOVE
GROUP
MOVEMENT

STORIES

FEELINGS

ARTICLES
FUN
MOVEMENT

Fig. 38 | Website flowchart
Connect

Blog

Trends

Learn More

Sign In

WEBSITE
“Technology is so integrated
with teenagers’ lives that cre-

Connecting You
With Peers & Professionals

ating useful and usable websites and apps for them is more

I want to connect with

critical than ever” (Joyce, and

my peers

a professional

Nielsen). The process of putting
the website together started
map out the flow of the site. I

Connect

Blog

Trends

Learn More

Contact

Peers
Professionals

Body
Food
Movement

Past
Current

History
Articles
For Parents

Email
Phone
Chat

knew there would be categories
that consisted of a chat function, blog, diet info, and help

Terms & Conditions | Privacy Policy
© 2022 The Credence Project

Fig. 40 | Five main pages

section. The flow chart in Figure
38 allowed me to visualize how

and I created a few high-fidelity

the site would come together,

mockups, Figures 36 and 37, as a
starting point I could base future
designs on.
Based on the flow chart, I
designed the first five main
pages – home, connect, blog,
trends, and inspiration. Each

Fig. 38 | Five main pages

page started with lorem ipsum
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with a flow chart that would

Connect

Blog

Trends

Inspiration

Sign In

Welcome to The Credence Project
Providing a safe space for young people to gather and learn about a
healthy relationship with food, movement, and body image.
Connect

Blog

Trends

Inspiration

Recent Blogs
Check out our weekly blogs that can help
lead the way to a happier healthier you!

Trying New Foods

Emily Spurgin

Find Your Own
Movement

Emily Spurgin

7/10/2022

Always Enough

Emily Spurgin

7/3/2022

6/25/2022

Tips
These tips are helpful in creating a healthy relationship with food,
movement, and body image.

1

Choose a new food to try
It doesn’t have to be the world’s
weirdest food. It can be something
as simple as a fruit you have never
tried. Just pick up something new

2

Ask a friend to move with you
Look up an exercise or some form of
movement that you think you’d enjoy
doing. Challenge your friend to move
with you - even ﬁnding something

and try to expand your palette.

3

Find 3 things you like
about yourself
Find 3 things you like about
yourself and write them on a
post it. Stick that post it
somewhere you see every day.

non-competitive will get you and a
friend moving.

Connect

Blog

Trends

Learn More

Contact

Peers
Professionals

Body
Food
Movement

Past
Current

History
Articles
For Parents

Email
Phone
Chat

Fig. 42 | Website layout
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Terms & Conditions | Privacy Policy
© 2022 The Credence Project

Fig. 41 | Home page

Fig. 43 | Website layout

where any copy would appear,

page that included subjects that

while a couple of illustrations

a young person could click on to

were used as filler for placement

connect with a peer or profes-

of all other images. This allowed

sional. Figure 42 shows the main

me to find proper placements

blog page separated into three

for all elements before I worked

categories, each having blogs

on copy and customizing illus-

that coincide with the selected

trations. Lorem ipsum is used as

topic. The trends and inspiration

filler text, allowing a designer to

subpages have a similar layout.

create around copy without final

Each have articles or stories laid

copy having to be available.

out for the user to explore infor-

spend most of their time using
digital

products

other

than

yours. Users’ experiences with
those other products set their

mation or read about someone
else’s experiences. Visual analysis two, on page 32, inspired the
layout for these pages with its
organization and use of color.

expectations. Failing to maintain

With the majority of the layout

consistency may increase the

in place, I started writing the

users’ cognitive load by forcing

copy for the website. I kept the

them to learn something new”

copy short and to the point, and

(Nielsen). Once the main pages

when that was not an option, I

were in a good place, I began

broke up copy with additional

working on the subpages. I laid

images. “Teenagers don’t like to

out the subpages for the connect

read a lot on the web. They get

Fig. 44 | Prototype connections

Fig. 45 | Prototype connections
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Jakob’s Law “states that people
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preparing preteens
A C T I V I T Y

Fig. 46 | Initial activities booklet cover

BO O K

enough of that at school. Plus,

prototype once I had completed

their reading skills are not ideal

the prototyping process.

— especially those of younger
teens” (Joyce, and Nielsen). As

ACTIVITIES BOOKLET

copy was being completed, illus-

The activities booklet differed in

trations were being customized

direction since the target audi-

to work alongside the text. The

ence was adults. The booklet

website came out to 28 individ-

needed to contain information

ual pages, each with personal-

on why it was necessary to work
alongside young people as well
as give the adult the opportunity
to connect with their preteen.
I utilized brainwriting to come up
with three categories of activities a young person would be
interested in participating in

take a
photo and
tape it here

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed
do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris
nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat.

Fig. 47 | Brainwriting

ized copy and illustrations. The

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed
do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris
nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat.

next step was to create a prototype of the website – showing

TALKING POINTS

how the website would function

1. question

in real life. Figure 44 shows the

3. question

artboards when I began prototyping, and Figure 45 shows the

2. question

4. question

Fig. 48 | Initial design

take a
photo and
tape it here
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FOOD & EATING ACTIVITIES

with their guardian. Along with

activities booklet followed the

the activities, I desired to provide

same topics as the website cat-

talking points that would help

egories on food, movement, and

steer the conversation. I chose

body image. Each of these topics

activities simple enough to make

contains four different activities

it manageable while allowing the

as well as talking points. To keep

adolescent to participate along-

the layout interesting, Some

side their guardian.

pages would have a spot to place a

As with the website, the layout
began as a page full of lorem
ipsum and filler images. The

photo of the activity while others
pages had space to write down
some of the highlights from the
activity. Each category of activity starts with an explanation on
the importance of approaching

M OV EM EN T AC T I V I T I ES

that topic.
As Dove did with the “Dove
Self-Esteem Project,” found on
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page 23, there was a purpose to
reach guardians who are figuring
out ways to connect with their
No matter how they do it or for how long, get your child up and moving
every day. Give them the option to move with you or let them know they
can invite a friend to move with them. Your child is taking their life habits
from the habits you exhibit, so show them there are many different
activities that can be fun while you all are moving.
Gone are the days where the only way to get your child to move is in some
sort of sport. The internet (hello YouTube) has so many videos that will get
you child off the couch and moving around. Movement does not have to and
shouldn’t be boring!

preteen. This booklet allows the
guardian and preteen the opportunity to have hands-on experience, helping the preteen learn
more (Keshani et al). By working
together, they create a bond that
leads to the adolescent finding

Fig. 49 | Initial design

their guardian as a safe space to
discuss these issues.

I made an intentional
decision that I wasn’t going
to be there for the thoughts
that were in my head. I was
going to be there for my
kids. I was going to be there
all, I was going to be there
for me.

SARAH NI C OLE LA NDR Y
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for my husband. And most of

Chapter 4: Final Solution
The Credence Project was designed
to provide a safe environment for
adolescents to spend their time, and
additionally, provide guardians an
outlet to approach the conversation on
food, movement, and body image.

motivations as to the reason

Spurgin

spread across platforms with the

teens are using the internet, and
one of them is to “learn about
new topics” (Joyce, and Nielsen).
Providing a space for preteens
to learn more on how to avoid
diet culture is an excellent use of
their time on the web. By making
this information easy to access,
a more positive message will
hope of increasing the mental

The Website
“Further, research shows that
children, preteens, and teenagers are using massive amounts
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of media and those with more
screen time have been shown to
have increased obesity, reduced
physical activity, and decreased
health” (Rosen et al.). With the
increase of social media time,
it is hard to pull adolescents’

and physical health of adolescents.

Instagram’s

announce-

ment on removing the promotion
of weight loss to users under 18,
was a step in the right direction
towards better mental health in
adolescents (Tran). This website,
instead of focusing on how to
delete diet culture, focuses on
how a young person can avoid
diet culture and how they can
utilize that information.

away from their screens. If you

Because young people are more

cannot beat them; join them. By

likely to learn more when being

meeting young people where

taught by peers, creating a

they are, they do not have to put

website allowing the preteen

forth much effort to be exposed

access to information not only

to anti-diet information. Accord-

from adults but also their peers

ing to “Teenager’s UX: Design-

became the goal (Keshani et

ing for Teens,” there are several

al).

When

looking

through

the research, there were few
resources geared towards adolescents, so the plan became
to provide young people with a
safe space to learn about eating,
movement,

and

body

image

while connecting with peers
and professionals.

“…adolescents are generally influenced
by their peers, and Peer-based
interventions can be effectively used
to improve dietary health and practice
among adolescents.”
Keshani et al

Connect

Blog

Trends

Inspiration

Sign In

THE HOME PAGE
When it came down to the design
of The Credence Project website,
inspiration was taken from the

Welcome to The Credence Project
Providing a safe space for young people to gather and learn about a
healthy relationship with food, movement, and body image.
Connect

Blog

Trends

colors and graphics found in

Inspiration

visual analysis 1, covering The
Recent Blogs

Dove Project’s Confidence Kit.

Trying New Foods

Find Your Own
Movement

Always Enough

Throughout the kit, the use of
images alongside graphics pro-

Emily Spurgin

Emily Spurgin

7/10/2022

7/3/2022

Emily Spurgin

6/25/2022

a child to learn about import-

Tips

ant topics. Though some of the

These tips are helpful in creating a healthy relationship with food,
movement, and body image.

1

Choose a new food to try
It doesn’t have to be the world’s
weirdest food. It can be something
as simple as a fruit you have never
tried. Just pick up something new

2

Ask a friend to move with you
Look up an exercise or some form of
movement that you think you’d enjoy
doing. Challenge your friend to move
with you - even ﬁnding something

and try to expand your palette.

vides an entertaining space for

3

Find 3 things you like
about yourself
Find 3 things you like about
yourself and write them on a
post it. Stick that post it
somewhere you see every day.

non-competitive will get you and a

articles in the kits are geared
towards guardians, the juvenile

friend moving.

integrity of the kit is still intact.
Connect
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Fig. 50 | Final home page design

als from The Dove Project, the
decision was made to stick with
a similar setup. The Credence
Project website is solely targeted towards adolescents, so the
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Check out our weekly blogs that can help
lead the way to a happier healthier you!

juvenile style was an important

Nielsen). The copy has been kept

piece to keep. The colors used

to a minimum and straight to the

are more vibrant, and the head-

point. The hope is to not lose the

line font is more ornate than the

user before they have the chance

body copy allowing the head-

to learn something that could

lines to stick out and the body

help them in the future.
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copy legible.

“Weight Status and Body Image

When it came to the illustrations

Perceptions

used in this deliverable, I ref-

Current

erenced back to visual analysis

about

2. Refinery29 uses illustrations

influences that affect a young

in their design layout to cover

person’s body image during tran-

the topics in their blogs. I liked

sitions in life, so I included illus-

the idea of using illustrations to

trations of all different ages. The

create inclusivity in the children

goal for the illustrations was to

and adults used as representa-

create an environment where

tion. Along with inclusivity, the

reality would not be distorted as

illustrations allow the informa-

it is with social media content.

tion to be more accessible to
a younger audience. Figure 50

in

Adolescents:

Perspectives”
how

there

are

talks
many

CONNECT

shows the home page for the

The connect page provides a

website, and the layout is clean

resource for young people to

and simple. The adolescent illus-

interact with their peers and

trations are in brighter colors, so

professionals, when extra help

they become the focus of page. As

is needed. “…Adolescents are

far as copy, “write for impatient

generally influenced by their

users. Nothing deters younger

peers, and peer-based interven-

audiences more than a cluttered

tions can be effectively used

screen full of text. Teens can

to improve dietary health and

quickly become bored, distract-

practice

ed, and frustrated” (Joyce, and

(Keshani et al). Their case study

among

discovered,

when

adolescents”
given

the
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Inspiration

Sign In

Connecting You with Peers & Professionals

I want to connect with
my peers

a professional

Each of these articles can provide
background information to the user as
to why it is so important to focus on
“Challenging how society views the body.”
Cherry
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Connecting with Peers

on food & eating
I think I have an eating disorder.

Can I eat dessert?

How much food is too much food?

How do I talk to my parents about food?

How do I eat better?

What foods are best?

All of my friends are dieting. Help!

I’m being bullied about how much I eat.

on movement
I don’t like doing exercise.

How can I exercise without exercising?

What’s the difference between exercise and movement?

Are there easy exercises?

How often do I need to move?

Exercising isn’t fun!

What if I don’t lose weight?

on body image
My friends are making fun of my weight.

Does anyone else struggle with how they look?

I want to be thin.

Will I ever feel good enough?

Why do I look different?

My mom talks about her weight.
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Peer Messages

Back

Search

Robert Matthews

Robert Matthews

Thursday, March 15, 2022

Karen Rodgers

ES

What are you worried about?

1:25 p.m.

Yesterday

How did your day go today?

8:03 p.m.

What did you guys talk about today?

RM

What if no one talks to me? Or worse what if they
make fun of me?
Yesterday

Lizzie Marshall

Yesterday

I think that is a great idea!

ES

I think you can do it! Just be yourself!
Yesterday

Christy Kessler

Yesterday

I found this thing that you may like. It is …

RM

You’ll never believe what happened today!
11:09 a.m.

Mark Posey

Yesterday

Sounds like you had that under control.
What?

Charlie Garrett

ES

11:09 a.m.

Yesterday

Idk what to do

RM
Leslie Warren

Monday

I can take care of that for you.

Adeline Keith

I had a really good time at the party
without worrying about what people were
thinking!
11:12 a.m.

Monday

Start typing here...
SEND

How can I help you?
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Figs. 51, 52, & 53 | Final connect page, topics
page, and messaging board
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I don’t like the way I look!

choice between learning from a

people have considerably lower

teacher and learning from their

patience when it comes to tech-

peers, adolescents were more

nology (Joyce, and Nielsen).

likely to retain what they had
learned from their peers. Based
on the research done by Keshani,

By knowing the consequences of

a messaging system was created

eating disorders or other affects

so young people could connect

diet culture can have on a young

with their peers and learn from

person, the solution was to

their experiences.

provide a blog covering informa-

The

messaging

board

works

similarly between the peers and
professional’s pages where the
young person can choose a topic
they are struggling with, and it
will connect with other users
who may be having a similar issue
based around that topic. Accord6 6 | BRE AK ING D IET CULTURE | E M I LY S P U RG I N

BLOG

ing to Angela Guarda, eating
disorders “can be very serious
conditions

affecting

physical,

psychological and social func-

tion such as eating, movement,
and body image. After searching
many blogs and analyzing the
Refinery29 website, I was convinced the blog on The Credence
Project website should be set up
in a similar manner. The layout is
easy to maneuver and sets up the
user for success by leading them
through a workflow. The steps to
find a blog which is relatable are
simple and straightforward.

tion.” The professional messaging

Within the research, these three

system was designed to combat

topics are all connected and have

the effects that eating disorders

a huge impact on adolescents’

can have on young people. The

health.

professionals’

to ‘diet culture’ messages have

section

would

“Individuals

subjected

allow young people to get in

been

contact with an adult who could

that not only does thinness and

walk them through what they

dieting equate to health, but

are struggling with. The design

that the pursuit of health makes

is kept simple because young

one person morally superior to

conditioned

to

believe

Connect

Blog

Trends

Inspiration

Sign In

The

topic

of

movement

is

Why Drinking Water is the Way to Go

addressed in the blog to allow

What do you, the trees, and a hamster have in common? Give
up? You all need water. All living things must have water to
survive, whether they get it from a water fountain, a rain
cloud, or a little bottle attached to the side of a hamster cage.

children a better understanding

Mary L. Gavin, MD

that exercise does not have to

Read More

be a drag. The blog encourages
young people to find alternaThe blog covers topics that will help on your journey to creating
a better relationship with food, movement, and body image.

Food & Eating

Movement

tive ways of moving that are not

Body Image

necessarily
Keep Cool

of

Fourteen-year-old Paul Kimball has been cooking since elementary school. “Food is always
better when you make it yourself,” he told TIME for Kids. “And I like being able to share food
with friends and family members, and see their faces light up when they eat it.”

traditional

exercise.

“Frame

forms
healthy

Chellie Schmitz

Read More

Connect

Blog

Trends

Inspiration

Sign In

Be a Fit Kid
If you’re fit, your body works well, feels good, and can do all the things you want to do, like run
around with your friends.

Food & Eating

Mary L. Gavin, MD

You don’t have to be afraid of food or
what certain foods will do to you. By
creating a better understanding of what
you eat, you can establish a better
relationship with food.

Read More

Confident Me at Home
In today’s social media world, many young people are living their lives in full view of an online
audience. For those from a different generation, the idea of ‘checking in’ or sharing a selfie to
let people know where you are and what you’re up to might seem bizarre. But for young
people today, getting ‘likes’ on photos, posts, or comments in the virtual world can bring a
powerful sense of accomplishment and community acceptance.

Dove

Trying New Foods

Keep Cool

Emily Spurgin

Chellie Schmitz

Why Drinking Water
Is the Way to Go

Read More

Blog

Trends

Learn More
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Mary L. Gavin, MD
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Fig. 54 | Final blog page
Connect

another” (Daryanani). I found,
by addressing food and eating,

Blog

Trends

Inspiration

Sign In

Trying New Foods

SIMILAR BLOGS

Have you been eating the same 3 meals and have no plans on
changing anything?

Why Drinking Water is the Way to Go

Keep Cool

Find Your Own Movement
Be a Fit Kid
Why Exercise is Wise

young people may be more suc-

Always Enough

BY EMILY SPURGIN

Conﬁdent Me at Home
Body Image in Adolescence

Here at The Credence Project, we are looking to help you find more foods that you can incorporate

cessful

with

autonomy

over

into your daily diet. We know that it can be hard to try new foods when you’ve never had them
before. However, by trying new foods, you can open up all sorts of different food combinations.
So what is the benefit of trying new foods?
It’s always good to have a well-rounded diet that includes foods that contain protein, fat, and
carbohydrates. When one of those categories is ignored, you are more likely to see it in other parts

their own body and choices.

of your life. You may have lower energy when you aren’t eating carbs, or you may get terribly hungry
not long after a meal because you didn’t eat enough protein. Each of these categories eaten
together give you a better chance to thrive.
Okay, so what if I don’t like all vegetables?
No big deal. Start with the vegetables that you do like. The goal is to get all of those categories in to

By covering the issues that

eat at every meal. Once you are feeling more brave, branch out and add a new veggie into the mix.
Find a recipe that you find visually appealing, and ask you guardian if they can help you make it.
What are other ways to try new foods?
It can be a good idea to try something different when you go out and eat. Normally, people have a
habit of eating the same thing every time they visit a restaurant. You can try a new food when you
go out. That way, there is not a huge risk of wasting time cooking, and you’ll know pretty quick if you

arise early around diet culture,
a young person has a better

want to order your usual.
At The Credence Project, we are not looking for perfection. We are looking for young people who
want to better their lives one step at a time. We are not asking for a huge leap. We are more
interested in the small wins of every day life.
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chance of identifying the lies diet
culture promises.
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Figs. 58 & 59 | Final trends page
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8 Healthy Tips for Body Positivity

SIMILAR ARTICLES

All Bodies are Good Bodies

Anti-Diet Isn’t Anti-Health

behavior as fun and collective
for the whole family e.g., family

What is Body Positivity?

walks in nature, or eating a more

BY SARA ALAMDARI

colourful, diverse range of foods”
(Diedrichs et al). The illustrations work well in this section by

How often do you think about your body when it isn’t related to how much you weigh or what you
look like? Every day your body does incredible things for you like breathing, digesting, walking,
dancing, laughing, and so much more. Show your body appreciation by building a positive body

representing an adult with young

image. A positive body image is an effective way to avoid negative thoughts that compare yourself
to others. Here are 8-ways to foster a healthy relationship with your body:
CREATE A LIST In order to help remember the qualities you appreciate most about your body
(aesthetic and functional), keep a list of the top 5 things you like about yourself! Focus on your
positive qualities and read this list often to become more aware of what you like about yourself.

people moving.

SURROUND YOURSELF WITH POSITIVE PEOPLE You’re more likely to feel good about yourself
when you are around people who support and appreciate you.
BLOCK NEGATIVE BODY IMAGE SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS Remind yourself that many images
you see on social media are filtered by photoshop. Pay attention to images being advertised and
block accounts that promote negative body thoughts.
LOVE ALL OF YOURSELF! Choose not to focus on specific body parts, but rather see yourself as a
whole person.

Posts centering around body

DO SOMETHING NICE for yourself to show your body APPRECIATION. Make time for a nap, get
your hair done, or find a peaceful place outside to relax.
AVOID COMPARISONS You are unique and beautiful in your own way, so don’t compare yourself to
others – be YOU!

image were one of the more

CHALLENGE NEGATIVE THOUGHTS Identify and challenge negative thoughts that criticize your
body and impact your mood. BUILD yourself UP by countering negative thoughts with positive,
balanced thoughts about yourself.
WEAR CLOTHES THAT MAKE YOU FEEL GOOD Wear comfortable clothes that work with your
body, not against it.

important

https://feastforall.org/8-healthy-tips-for-body-positivity/
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topics

addressed,

because if an adolescent’s body
image is suffering, there is a
larger chance of them abusing
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food and exercise. “And for those

Fig. 55 | Final blog page

that cannot lose weight through
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Anti-Diet Isn't Anti-Health

SIMILAR ARTICLES

This way of eating doesn’t mean an endless supply of doughnuts,
cupcakes and French fries.

Tips for Healthy Living

What is Body Positivity?

special and intense diets, the
obsession with diet culture leads
to various eating disorders and

BY ALEXANDRA CASPERO

mental health issues” (Tran). Jen-

The healthiest diet you can be on may not be
a diet at all. The anti-diet movement, a diet
that doesn’t follow a specific eating plan,
was one of Pinterest’s top wellness trends
last year.

nifer Dolan’s study exposes how

Despite the name, the anti-diet movement
doesn’t mean anti-health. While there aren’t any rules to follow, specific calorie counts or overarching dogmas, it’s still rooted in health. The difference, compared to traditional diet plans, is the
emphasis on positive behaviors like eating nourishing foods that feel best for your body, practicing
self-care and exercising for enjoyment.

diet culture insidiously oper-

Eating well isn’t about restriction, measurements or rules. While many popular diets are touted as
lifestyle changes instead of a diet plan, they all require some kind of adherence. The anti-diet
movement is opposite; if focuses on making peace with food, removing the power that food and
food rules have and allowing you to enjoy cravings as they come up- guilt-free.
ANTI-DIET WORKS FOR EVERYONE

ates; the blog is positioned as

Anti-diet health behaviors work for everyone, whether you are trying to lose weight or not. Not
following a specific diet plan means you are more likely to practice intuitive eating; eating according
to hunger/fullness levels, desires and removing any guilt around those choices. Sounds radical, but it
works. Researchers at Brigham Young University found that people who scored high on an intuitiveeating scale not only had less anxiety about food and got more enjoyment from eating, they also had
lower BMIs.

one of the most important pages

IT'S NOT A DIET FREE-FOR-ALL
As anti-diet is based in health, it doesn’t mean that you can eat whatever you want, whenever you
want. Instead, the focus is on satisfaction. Intuitive eating, the core of the anti-diet movement, gives
permission to eat the foods that you crave in a mindful way. It encourages you to focus on your

to help young people navigate

body’s needs and choosing foods that are both physically nourishing and satisfying. It’s why you
won’t end up eating burgers, cupcakes and donuts all day long. While those foods might feel good
initially, they rarely make us feel great long-term.
Instead of strict ‘can-and-cannot’ lines, ant-diet allows you to focus on what foods make you feel
your best, which are more likely to be nourishing foods. That’s the irony about going on an anti-diet;

their bodies.

once you realize you can eat whatever you want, you probably won’t.
For anti-dieters, the focus is on behaviors, not numbers. It’s a more holistic approach to eating,
knowing that health includes acai bowls, kale salad and yes, even the occasional burger and slice of
pizza.

https://www.foodnetwork.com/healthyeats/diets/2018/7/anti-diet-isn-t-anti-health-
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Fig. 56 | Final blog page

TIPS & TRENDS
From the third visual analysis,
the concept of words posted on
social media along with the rest
of the internet can have an effect

Connect

Blog

Trends

Inspiration

Sign In

so important to focus on “challenging how society views the

-10 lb
Anti-Diet
Tips & Trends
There is so much information throw at you when it comes
to what diets you should be on. Instead, we choose to
replace that information with anti-diet tips and trends.

body” (Cherry). The articles provided include information on the
history of body positivity, what

The Body Positivity Movement
The BPM is a response to the dangerous culture of
dieting. It’s main focus is learning to accept yourself as
you are. Even though you may not be where you want to
be, you can accept yourself where you are.

Learn More

they can do for themselves, and
how to find a way of eating that
works for each individual.
The tips found on this page in

The Anti-Diet Movement

figure 57 are meant to change

The healthiest diet you can be on may not be a diet at all. The anti-diet
movement, a diet that doesn’t follow a speciﬁc eating plan, was one of
Pinterest’s top wellness trends last year.

Learn More

daily to keep users exposed to
new information and habits they

Tips

can make an effort to start. A

Every week we provide tips on how to
create a life that you are excited to live!

1

Plant a garden

2

Just Dance

You can start small with an herb
garden, or maybe your guardian will
let you grow vegetables in the back
yard. Plant things you like as well as

3

Create a mantra

No, really. Just Dance is a great way
to move around while having the best
time. Start with an easy level song as
a warm up. Do two medium level

new food you are willing to try.

songs before you attempt a hard

When it’s time to harvest, you’ll

level. One you ﬁnish the hard level,

know that it was because of your

do two more medium levels and cool

hard work.

down with one last easy level song.

Create a mantra (a statement
or slogan repeated frequently)
that you can say to yourself
when you are having a bad
image day.

different set of tips lives on the
home page to provide additional aid to the user. Along with the

Find more ways to move HERE.
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tips provided, there are articles
traditional ways of moving. Each

Fig. 57 | Final trends page

topic is addressed in several different ways among several of the

on how a young person will view

pages of the site. The purpose

themselves. The tips and trends

was to reinforce the importance

page is designed to keep adoles-

of each of the topics and to

cents up to date on ways to avoid

have the subject come up multi-

the popular opinion.

ple times to help it stick. This is

The tips and trends page covers
topics

surrounding

anti-diet

messaging and the body positive
movement. Each of these articles
can provide background information to the user as to why it is

based on the fact that in order
to recall something, you would
need to be exposed to it 30 times
(Oaklander). Now, the website
does not have this information in
30 different places, but the hope
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is to plant a seed of information

In the third case study, one of the

for an adolescent to grow on. The

books mentioned, Wake Up, I’m

hope “…is to cultivate a healthy

Fat!, was about a woman living

relationship with food, mind,

in a larger body and learning to

and body. It is a weight-neutral

accept herself and see herself as

model, meaning that the focus is

beautiful. The inspiration page

not on body size, but rather on

on this website is for stories such

healing your relationship with

as these – stories that walk the

food” (Tribole).

user through their struggle then
find a way through. Because

INSPIRATION

most people have likely come
into contact with some form
of diet culture, the plan was to

Connect

Blog

Trends

Inspiration

Sign In

include stories from both the
male and female perspectives so

From People Like Me
It’s always comforting to know that you are not in this
things alone. The stories you ﬁnd below are from people
struggling with the same things that you are.

users could relate to at least one

85

of the stories. Once again, taking
into consideration a young per7 0 | BRE AK ING D IET CULTURE | E M I LY S P U RG I N

son’s patience, the stories are
kept short.
Fed Up With Diet Culture

Moving On

Emily Spurgin

Robert Keith

6/19/2022

What is Obese?
5/24/2022

Gracie Epps

7/9/2022

Ultimately, the purpose of this

Figuring It Out
Noah Silva
6/30/2022

website is to debunk misinformation coming from social media
and provide adolescents accuConnect
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Fig. 60 | Final inspiration page

rate and informative material to
help them navigate body image
and food security. With daily
access to the site, adolescents’
have a better chance of combating the lies diet culture attempts
to expose them to every day.
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Fed Up With Diet Culture

SIMILAR ARTICLES

It started early. You know, when you start noticing that your
body doesn’t quite look like the other girls…

What is Obese?

Moving On

Figuring It Out

BY EMILY SPURGIN
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What is Obese?

SIMILAR ARTICLES

Playing tennis hours everyday against competitive opponents
does not exclude medical professionals from labeling you obese.

Moving On

Fed Up with Diet Culture

Figuring It Out

BY GRACIE EPPS

The first time I remember noticing something that had to do with my body was being weighed at the

At the age of 10, I went in for my annual wellness check-up. They measured how tall I was, and then I

age of eleven. I distinctly remember hearing the number 115 come out of the doctor’s mouth, but

was asked to step on the scale. The nurse read the number off the scale, and they continued on with

what came next carried the meaning. My mother was told that because of my ADHD, I was eating to

the normal check-in steps. My mom and I waited in the patient room for my turn with the doctor. He

stimulate my brain, and it would be a good idea to put me on medication that lasted all day. One

walked in and said his pleasantries before getting to his main concern. My weight.

positive side effect – loss of appetite. That was the year I went into 6th grade. I started at 115 pounds,
and I left 6th grade at 97 pounds. I can remember all the praise I received for losing the weight.

I wasn’t sure why my weight was being brought up since I was really tall and very thin. According to
this doctor, my measurements fell within the obese category. The obese category.

The next core memory I have about body image was at the age of 14. I went swimming with friends
that were wearing bikinis while I hid my body in a one piece. Photos were taken, and immediately, I

Let me fill you in a little more. I play competitive tennis frequently, and by frequently, I mean I am

started the comparison. Around that time, my grandmother had a photo taped to the inside of her

home schooled to allow me the time to practice, travel, and play. There is no room in my daily schedule

closet of a heavier set woman. It was not a coincidence that a scale occupied that same closet. That

to sit around and binge eat. Heck there is so little time, I may miss a meal.

picture was a reminder of what she didn’t want to look like.
The doctor said the word, and because it was my first time hearing it, My gaze switched over to my
mom to ask what that meant. She explained that obese meant that someone was extremely

The core memory that swept me into diet culture was October of my 15th year. I needed a halloween
costume, and I grabbed one in my size. When I got home, I tried it on to no avail. It was too small,

overweight. Overweight? How could I be considered overweight? What was I doing wrong?

however, my mother was able to fit into it. It was then that a conscious effort was made to diet – there
We left that doctor’s office knowing that we would never return and with a small amount of

was no way that I was going to be larger than my mother at the age of 15.

insecurity. I’m lucky my mom was there to reassure me the doctor had no idea what he was talking
about, and I had nothing to worry about.

These core memories set me up for more than half my life dieting. There were times when I was
purposefully restricting food and working out for hours and there were times I would get fed up with
dieting and go back to my old ways. All of this was based on fear of gaining weight. Little did I know I

I still play competitive tennis as much as I can. In fact, I will be playing at the university level next year.

had many years of yo-yo dieting ahead of me.

I am one of the lucky ones that did not have a horrible side effect of being called a word that had no
right entering my vocabulary. I now have four younger sisters that I hope look up to me and know that
I will be there for them when they experience unnecessary comments. I will let them know that one

By the age of 30, I had successfully lost another 30ish pounds, but it was not to last. As the next two

person’s opinion doesn’t deserve to be a part of their story.

years went by on (thank you 2020 pandemic), I started putting the pounds back on…plus some (ok,
maybe a little more than some). I couldn’t understand how all this was happening because I was
obeying the wellness regime I was on. Fearing I would continue to gain weight, I skipped over to

To this day, there is not possible way I fit that description, but I know there are several others that

another diet, and another diet, and another diet. I upped my workouts and became very anxious when

have been labeled that and felt ashamed. I want those people to hear that they are good enough as

I had to miss one. My mental health had plummeted just because I didn’t look the way I thought I

they are. They don’t need to change their weight just because a doctor made an off-handed comment.
Focus more on the things you love, and there won’t be time to focus on how your body looks.

should.
It was after this season of life that I went looking for a way to help my mental health and by extension

If I had listened to that doctor seven years ago, I may have viewed my body as never good enough. I

start healing my body image. I found an anti-diet program known as intuitive eating. I do have some

could have experienced so much shame as well as a possible eating disorder. Fortunately, that is not

hard days where my brain taps into that fear that this is not how I’m supposed to look, but on my good

my story, but for someone it is there story, and it’s time to rewrite some chapters.

days (which have increased in number), I am focusing on things I am good at and how I add something
to this world that has nothing to do with how I look.
I know that you are a long way from 32, but I write this so that you don’t have to go through the same
things I went through. I believe my purpose is to keep as many people, young and old, away from diet
culture as I can. I want boys and girls to gain confidence in what they can bring to this world instead of
losing focus because they aren’t a size 2 or ripped with abs. That is not why you were put on this earth,
so why waste your time focussing on that?
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As of today, my mental health has improved exponentially. I am currently healing my relationship with
exercise by finding ways to move that have nothing to do with squats. I’m considering in that hot girl
walking program where you only think of things you are grateful for and how hot you are. All this to
say, you are not alone in how you feel about your body, and you aren’t the first one to feel it. So instead
of stewing on the lies you have told yourself, talk to friends and family about holding you accountable
to doing good things for your body. Don’t let diet culture and society lie to you that you will never
quite be enough because you are enough as you are.
Terms & Conditions | Privacy Policy
© 2022 The Credence Project
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Figuring It Out

SIMILAR ARTICLES

It’s hard to know what I should be doing because it doesn’t seem
to be all that fun. I’m really confused.

Moving On

Fed Up with Diet Culture

What is Obese?

STORY TOLD BY NOAH SILVA

As far as I can remember back, and that’s only 9 years, I was always on the heavier side. My parents
are not small people – both very tall, so I did get that gene. I was a chubby baby, and since I was the
first born, my every move was being watched. I’m pretty sure everything I did was documented.
Over two years ago, the Covid became a part of our everyday lives. With school being moved to home
and everything being shut down, there really wasn’t a lot to do. That year was when my parent’s (both
physical therapists) started making changes that had me eating differently and moving around more. I
didn’t want the new food, and I would much rather play on my Nintendo or watch TV. That was not an
option.
I was given a Fitbit and the challenge began. Who was going to get the most steps in? It was me against
my parents, and they were for sure not going to win. When the step challenge started to be less fun, I
stopped paying attention to it. I was given a few games for my Nintendo that got me off the couch and
moving around. That was a lot more fun than just trying to get steps.
Soon discussions on what I should eat and how much began, and I was not a huge fan of that. I was
aware they want me to lose weight, but I’m not sure the purpose. Lucky for me, I have an aunt that has
done a lot of research on this topic, and she asks me questions about the new things my parent’s have
me doing. She is also really supportive by reminding me that I am more than how I look. She does
explain to me a little more about how food science works as well as encouraging me that no food is
bad. I like the idea of that.
I’m sure I’ll be updating this in a few years from now with a success story. I think I’m pretty lucky that I
have someone looking out for me as well as someone who will call me out when need be. So, I hope to
give you guys an update when I have one.
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Figs. 62 & 63 | Final inspiration page
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Fig. 61 | Final inspiration page

“Children are great imitators, so
parents, teachers and other adults can
play an important role to help prevent
eating disorders and promote positive
body image in young children.”
“Eating Disorders and Adolescents - Better Health Channel”

to wonder if my guardians had
access to this sort of information
if I would have an easier time
around food and with my body.
Based on “Body Image: PreTeens and Teenagers,” there are
several things a guardian can do
to help offset diet culture issues
in adolescents. They can support
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them by listening, viewing the

The Activities
Booklet

young person as a whole person

The overall design of The Cre-

changing how they talk to and

dence Project activities booklet

about themselves. The design of

is to provide adolescents hands-

the activities booklet sets a great

on experience with the infor-

precedent for this. The purpose

mation that will aid in avoiding

is for the young person to learn

diet culture. The study from

better habits from their guard-

“Improving Diet Quality Among

ian. “Children are great imita-

Adolescents, Using Health Belief

tors, so parents, teachers and

Model in a Collaborative Learn-

other adults can play an import-

ing Context: A Randomized Field

ant role to help prevent eating

Trial Study” covered the concept

disorders and promote positive

of young people learning more

body image in young children”

from hands-on experience than

(“Eating Disorders and Adoles-

from passive learning. The layout

cents - Better Health Channel”).

is set up to work on a particular
topic one at a time. From personal experience, I was never
exposed a healthy relationship
with food or my body. I began

and not just their weight, and
taking on the responsibility of

From an early age, I believed
that if I could maintain a smaller
body, then I would be worthy.
Looking back, I am not sure if

I was looking for approval, but
the fear of being larger was
enough to keep believing what
diet culture was telling me. “Diet
culture therefore encourages us
to pursue a thin beauty and body
ideal, because we never feel good
enough and worthy enough of
living our lives to their fullest if
we are not meeting its (often naturally unattainable) standards”

ACTIVITY

BOOK

Fig. 64 | Final activities booklet

(Rye). To create lives that are
unhindered by feelings of unworthiness, adolescents should be
guided through this process. The

There is a reason you are reading this book.

Some activities can be done from home and others will require field trip.

You are interested in finding ways to start meaningful conversations with

your preteen, so they are more willing to open up to you. After completing

your preteen in a casual way. You are aware of the dangers that society can

the activity snap a photo to remember the adventure you took together.

The activities will focus on building a healthy and strong relationship with

have on your children when it comes to what they eat, what they do, and
how they view themselves. You want to protect them from a system that
society has fallen prey to, and that is not the life you want for your preteen.
With that said, this books will provide activities that you can do with your
preteen that will help start conversations surrounding food, movement,
and body image. After completing or during an activity, there are some
talking points provided at the bottom of each page. These can be helpful in
starting the conversation. Soon, you won’t even need the questions to start
a meaningful discussion with your preteen.

Fig. 65 | Activities booklet introduction

Remember to provide a safe space for your child.
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getting involved

goal of the booklet is to provide

provide helpful information they

material that will reach young

will take with them through their

people early enough that diet

adult lives.

culture does not have a chance
to negatively affect them. One
of the ways found to reach children is to start the conversation
at home. “Don’t wait until your
child is older to begin guiding his
or her opinions on body image”
(“Body Image Issues (Children
and Teens)”).

is kept simple and straightforward. Since young people tend to
have less of an attention span, the
activities they would be participating in would need to be quick
and interesting. All of the activities required different skills and
problem solving – allowing the

Since adolescents retain more

adolescent the opportunity to

information when they are pro-

have hands-on experience.

vided a hands-on option, the
logical solution was to create
an
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As with the website, the booklet

activities

where

As a child, there was good food

guardians are able to lead by

and bad food – the good food had

example.

was

to be consumed before the bad

helpful in coming up with activ-

food showed up. As I got older, I

ities as well as determining why

instinctively knew which foods

each activity would be helpful

were off limits and which foods I

in building relationships. There

would have to eat to remain thin.

are categories of activities that

The activities from this section

will provide an avenue for con-

provide the opportunity for a

versation around each topic. The

preteen to learn how to appreci-

topics include food and eating,

ate what food they have as well as

movement, and body image – the

see how their guardians respond

same topics from the website. I

to the foods. “Try, too, involving

figured if guardians wanted to

your kids in food preparation.

spend time with their preteens,

It will heighten their apprecia-

then taking the opportunity to

tion of what they eat” (Bacon).

The

booklet

FOOD & EATING ACTIVITIES

research

Society needs to remove morals

weight” (Bacon). The drawback is

from food – food is just food, not

exercise has been turned into an

good or bad.

activity people use to alter their
bodies instead of an opportunity
to do something good for their

“In modern society, exercise

bodies. The goal was to shift the

has become synonymous with

focus to allow child and guardian

weight

aesthetics”

to find ways to move that are not

(Rye). It is hard for some adults

focused solely on losing weight.

to remember, but at a young

Comparison is one of the main

age, exercising did not look like a

concerns of social media because

planned workout to be repeated

it has “created a fitness body

every day until the end of time.

ideal that I just felt I didn’t live

“Many of us also associate exer-

up to” (Rye). The activities are

cise with punishment for our

ways that a child can experience

loss

and

FOOD & EATING AC TIVITIES

FOOD & EAT ING ACT IVIT IE S

Write down the recipe

Make a baked good
Find a recipe together. Showing
that you are not afraid to have
baked goods around the house
shows your child a healthy
relationship with food.

Plant a garden
Try starting a garden or even a
Taking time out of your busy schedule to do something together will

small herb garden (depending

not only create a stronger bond, but your child will see realize the effort

on the space. “Try, too, involving

that has been put into the good they eat. “...involving your kids in food

your kids in food preparation. It

preparation, it will heighten their appreciation of what they eat” (Bacon).

will heighten their appreciation of
what they eat” (Bacon).

take a
photo and
tape it here

Put down the devices, and try a new food or a new recipe. If your child is old
enough put them in charge and be their sous chef for the day. You are not
looking for perfection. You are looking to create a safe environment to try
new foods and start a conversation on healthy food and eating habits.
T ALKING POINT S

1. What does your child think about baking a sugary treat?
2. Did your child know the extent of grocery shopping?
3. What were some items that caught your child’s eye?
4. Listen to some of the words used in describing foods.

Fig. 66 | Final food and eating spread
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MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES

FOOD & E AT ING ACT IVIT IES

Make a shopping list

MOVE MENT ACT IVIT IES

Cook part of the meal
Have your child cook part of the
meal with you. Grant them full
atonomy while cooking and only
helping when asked. This will
allow them to gain confidence
around food.

Create a try platter
Giving your child a chance to
try new foods will allow them to
branch out in the future. Making
sure to not assign foods as
good or bad, have your child try
foods that your family does not

take a
photo and
tape it here

No matter how they do it or for how long, get your child up and moving
every day. Give them the option to move with you or let them know they
can invite a friend to move with them. Your child is taking their life habits
from the habits you exhibit, so show them there are many different
activities that can be fun while you all are moving.

normally eat.
Gone are the days where the only way to get your child to move is in some
sort of sport. The internet (hello YouTube) has so many videos that will get
you child off the couch and moving around. Movement does not have to and
TA LKING POINT S

shouldn’t be boring!

1. How did your child feel after cooking part of the meal?
2. Did your child try all the food options?
3. Was there a food they asked for more?
4. Are these activities your child would like to continue doing?
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Fig. 67 | Final food and eating and movement spreads

movement without the stigma of

body image, including:

only moving for weight loss. If a

•

young person learns early that
movement does not have to be

your child.

•

something they dread, there is a
better chance of the adolescent
sticking to a consistent routine
of movement. “If you exercise as
‘punishment’ for weighing too
much, how can you learn to enjoy
being active” (Bacon)?
BODY IMAGE ACTIVITIES

Talking and listening with
Focusing on your child as a
whole person.

•

Being a positive body image
role model”

(“Body Image: Pre-Teens and
Teenagers”).
A main takeaway was that the
focus needed to shift from the
physical to actions and abilities

“There’s a lot you can do to help

the young person has. “Don’t

your child develop a positive

focus only on outer appearance.

The goal was to shift the focus to allow child and guardian to
find ways to move that are not focused solely on losing weight.
Spurgin
M OVEM ENT ACTIVITIES

Draw the maze here

MOVE MENT ACT IVIT IES

Make a tape maze

Make an obstacle course

Too hot to go outside? No

Your child won’t want to stay on

problem! Make a tape maze

the couch when this is an option.

take a
photo and
tape it here

around the house and have your
child try and solve it. Even better,
have them help you make it. This
activity will get your child off the

Create an obstacle course around
the parameter of your home. Use
the things you have around the
house to create obstacles for your

couch and involved.

Play indoor volleyball
or soccer

Make it a race

or soccer using balloons. Not only
will your child get a workout, you
will too.

Record times here

Most kids are looking for a
challenge, and who doesn’t love

Too hot to go outside? No
problem! Play indoor volleyball

child to get through.

take a
photo and
tape it here

to beat their parents. Find an
activity that you can race such as
biking or running. If those aren’t
your forte, see who can walk the
fastest.

T ALKING POINT S

1. How much energy did your child use during these activities?

1. Did they enjoy the activity?

2. Did they find the activity enjoyable?

2. Would they want to play again with you or their friends?

3. Are there other activities they want to try?

3. Do they want to come up with the next challenge?

4. Did they realize they were exercising?

4. Was this better than sitting watching TV?

Fig. 68 | Final movement spread

Do talk about what it means to

focusing so hard on achieving

be a good person. Praise your

an unrealistic ideal, change the

child on their ‘inner’ attributes”

topic. Find ways to compliment

(“Body Image Issues (Children

them on achievements they have

and Teens)”). The purpose of this

earned that have nothing to do

topic is to show that not every-

with their appearance.

thing a child sees online is real,

“Studies show that adults are

and it is impossible to compare

important body confidence role

themselves to an image that has

models for the young people in

been manipulated beyond rec-

their lives.

ognition. Instead of the preteen

right advice, tools and skills,

Equipped with the
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TAL KING POINTS

B ODY IMAGE ACT IVIT IE S

BOD Y IMAGE ACT IVIT IES

What do you do well?

Write down 3 things that
they do well
Have your child join you in writing
down things they do well on a
piece of paper. Once complete,
have them tape it somewhere
they will see it every day. Keep
adding to this as often as needed.

Shop for clothes that fit
You may know how it feels to
If your child is on social media, they have been exposed to so many different

wear clothes that don’t fit well.

accounts and influencers that have the life and ideal body that society

Take your child and find clothes

deems worthy. Not only are they taking in information from celebrities and

that fit them well.

influencers, they are watching their friends and what they post. It’s hard to
remember with all the filters and photo manipulating apps out there that

take a
photo and
tape it here

social media is not real life.
So why not turn something that has the potential to tear your child down
into a place where they go to find inspiration to be theirselves? Talk to them
about the ways that people will pretend they have it all together when

T ALKING POINT S

really, they are just showing their heavily manipulated highlight reel.

1. Was if difficult to come up with 3 things?
2. Can they name one thing a day they do well?
3. Ask them if the clothes are comfortable.
4. Ask them what they hear you say about your body.
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Fig. 69 | Final body image spread

you can have a positive impact

at providing preteens and guard-

on a special child in your life by

ians with the opportunity to have

helping them to feel more com-

open conversations surrounding

fortable and confident in their

diet culture and secure a healthy

bodies” (Diedrichs et al). The last

relationship with food, move-

part of the booklet provides addi-

ment, and body image.

tional resources to look into. This
activities booklet is an attempt

...The focus needs to move away from
the physical to actions and abilities the
young person has.
Spurgin

BODY IM AG E AC TIVITIES

What are some things
your child is good at?

CRE AT E YOUR OWN ACT IVIT IES

Break the cycle
When your child is having a
bad body image day, ask them
to take a moment and think
about something they like about
themselves that has nothing to do
with their physical appearance.

Find inclusive influencers
to follow

Record their handles here

If your child is using social media,
then use it to their advantage.
Have them find someone to
follow that doesn’t fit society’s
definition of ideal.

T ALKING POINT S

TAL KING POINTS

1. Tell them things you appreciate about them.

1.

2. How do the size inclusive people differ than the social norm?

2.

3. Do you notice a difference in attitude?

3.
4.

Fig. 70 | Final body image and create your own spread

ADDITIONAL RESOURC ES

culture and how to fight back. How you can be a positive body role model
for your preteen, as well as finding different ways to move with you child
that you had never thought of.

The Anti-Diet Project
By Kelsey Miller

The Dove Self-Esteem Project
By Dove Foundation

Childhood Obesity Is On the Rise:
Here’s 8 Ways to Beat It
By Sugarbreak Editorial

The Body Positive Movement Encourages
Inclusion, Not Obesity
By Jennifer “Jay” Palumbo

Body image: pre-teens and teenagers
By raisingchildren.net.au

To find out what your preteen is learning from The Credence Project, visit
our website at www.thecredenceproject.com.

Fig. 71 | Final additional resources spread
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These additional resources may provide you with more information on diet
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Deliverables in Use

I was done filling my days
counting calories. I was
finished with keeping track
of carbs. Someone once
said that we are not put on
this earth to lose weight,
purpose, and that purpose
would have nothing to do
with the size of my pants.

E MILY SP U RG IN
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so I decided I needed a new

Chapter 5: Conclusion
“Breaking Diet Culture” sheds a light
on the dangers of daily exposure to diet
culture on adolescents.
Spurgin
There are grown women who

Pubescent children are not ade-

had comments made about their

quately educated on the dangers

body when they were younger

of diet culture, resulting in their

who have held on to those words.

forming an unhealthy relation-

These same women are still

ship with food, exercise, and

receiving additional comments

body image over the course

on their body from people they

of their lives. By incorporat-

look up to and trust. The same

ing anti-diet messaging into a

people who are supposed to keep

young person’s everyday life,

them safe and encourage them.

would they more likely respond
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There are young girls going to
doctor’s offices and hear the
words obese before they even
have a chance to learn what
healthy body image is. The same
girls that have to be explained
how a faulty system places them
in a range signifying they are
less than.
There are men and boys who go
through every day thinking how
they should be better, bigger, and
stronger. Unrealistic expectations are placed on them to look
a certain way.

to harmful messaging with critical thinking, leading to healthier adolescents? By introducing
The Credence Project website
and activities booklet into an
adolescent’s daily life, there is
a better chance of dismissing
the misinformation diet culture
puts out.
This thesis paper sheds a light
on the dangers of daily exposure
to diet culture on adolescents.
The goal was to cover anything
that could affect the mental and
physical health of a preteen. I

wanted to reveal how harmful

the deliverables fared in a world

diet culture messaging can be to

obsessed with diet culture. I rec-

young people, and if that mes-

ommend monitoring the use of

saging is removed, adolescents

these two deliverables and col-

have a better chance at a health-

lecting data based on the use.

ier life. I anticipated finding

Are the guardians working along-

resources that would point me in

side their child, or is the child

the right direction to put a stop

approaching this subject alone?

to diet culture. What I found was

Does the website work well for

anti-diet culture was just begin-

a young person, or would creat-

ning to grow as a movement. Cur-

ing an application in the future

rently, there is a knowledge gap

reach more youth? Ultimately,

when it comes to preventative

did these deliverables help avoid

measures for dieting in preteens

dieting and a war on the body?

covers what happens once diet
culture has been accepted. This
gap provided the opportunity to
dig further into a possible solution to this diet culture issue. The
hope was to find a way educate
young people enough to skip
years of dieting and misinformation simply by being provided
this information daily.

Moving

forward,

I

see

this

program being used in schools to
provide students with an outlet.
The next step for The Credence
Project website would be to move
to an app. Having this information right in their pocket would
allow young people to obtain
advice at a moment’s notice. If
they are struggling with a specific issue, they can search the

Looking forward, to understand

blog or even message a peer or

more on how an anti-dieting

professional. As for the booklet,

program affects the daily lives of

I can imagine having group activ-

pubescent adolescents, further

ities based on the idea of an ado-

research would need to be imple-

lescent maintaining a healthy

mented. Further studies would

relationship with food, move-

need to be conducted to see how

ment, and body image.
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– the majority of the research

My contribution to this problem

The solutions I presented cover

was looking for answers to a

topics that are abused in diet

hard question. There had to be a

culture, but I put a spin on them

way to lighten the load that diet

to create new avenues for pre-

culture has placed on society.

teens to venture. They will learn

There had to be a better way of

a better appreciation for their

going about daily life that did not

bodies, knowledge on how food

consist of a constant worry about

and eating affects their bodies,

food, movement, and body image.

and a desire to find movement

The answer to this question is

that is satisfying instead of a

simple. Start early. As it is done

dread. My thesis has helped close

with anti-smoking and drug-free

some of the knowledge gap, and

campaigns, the target audience

with the continued research into

is young people because they are

the subject, I believe there will

looking to keep adolescents from

be an end to diet culture.

starting the habit – the same can
be said for anti-dieting. Reading
into this subject allowed a fresh
8 4 | BRE AK ING D IET CULTURE | E M I LY S P U RG I N

view on how adolescents can be
encouraged to take their mental
and physical health into consideration along with being open to
speaking on the issues in which
they struggle. It was made clear
that a guardian’s influence is a
priority since young people are
more likely to take habits from
their guardians.

It’s important for you to
realize the lens in which you
see yourself through is not
the same lens others see
you through. It’s okay to
be struggling with your
you communicate how you
are feeling with the person
and people you love.
ALICIA MCC ARV ELL
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body, but it is pivotal that
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